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IN THIS WEEK'S ISSUE
An intensified replay of 1973's Mideast war,
oil embargo, and worldwide economic chaos
w i l l be t h e r e s u l t o f t h e C a r t e r
Administration's decision t o knuckle under to
the British-led circles opposing peace in the
Middle East ... unless the U.S. and
international forces committed to the
emerging new world monetary system and its
program of peace through development are
able to outflank and defeat the British
attack ....
•

•

•

In THIS WEEK, reports on the two main
battlefronts ... First, the disastrous plans for
a Camp David Carter-Begin- Sadat summit,
and why President Carter's blundering
agreement to go along with it was intended to
be a triumph for Walter Mondale, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, and the rest of the White House
"Anglophiles" ...and what Carter can still
do to make the summit a real contribution to
peace ... Second. the battle to the death
between the new world economic order and
the pound on the world currency markets has
taken a new turn ...as public attacks on the
City of London and its policies from the
European press make the war on the pound
sterling a public fact ... Our coverage
explains why that war is not yet being fought
to win ...what must be done to bring the U.S.
into an active stand against the pound ...and
what London is doing to try to stop that
possibility at all cost ... Also featured: the
full text of a South African report on U.S.
Labor Party chairman Lyndon H.LaRouche's
role in bringing into being the new world

monetary system kicked off at last month's
Bremen and Bonn summits ...
•

•

•

Our coverage of the Mideast powderkeg is
filled out in INTERNATIONAL ... where we
document how and why the Zionist Lobby in
the United States and the warhawks in Israel
pushed Carter into the Camp David
meeting ...We also offer a positive solution:
a proposal from the Labor Party's laRouche
for a humanist peace settlement of the
L ebanon question ... that includes a
proposed draft constitution for Lebanon
laying out the basis for enduring region-wide
peace ...
•

•

•

In U.S. REPORT, an evaluation of some of
the other pressures London is applying to the
President ...and of the countervailing
f act i o na l i n f l u e n c e s i n s i d e h i s
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . . .i n c l u d i n g n e w
information on how Carter is viewing the new
European Monetary System ...and how Ted
Kennedy in particular is working to undercut
Carter and any possible U.S. cooperation i:l
the plans for world development and trade
expansion ... We also have an on-the-spot
report from the American Bar Association
convention, where Kennedy, Ralph Nader and
o t h e r s . . . to t h e s t r a i n s o f "Rule'
Britannia" ...spelled out with shocking
candor the role for lawyers in a new Naderite
police state ... Plus excerpts from UN Am
bassador Andrew Young's speech to the ABA

convention ... in which he called for high
technology exports as essential to guaran
teeing human rights around the world ...

•

•

European Monetary Fund formation can do to
get rid of the IMF and institute a real
development policy for the so-called
developing nations ...

•
•

Unreported in this nation's daily press, even
the financial newspapers, is the full story on
the coalescence of implementation-phase
moves to get the Bonn-Bremen design
underway ... Our EC ONOM ICS coverage
tells how Arab and European financial
institutions are mounting a credit strategy to
do just that ...An even darker secret is the
identity of the "invisible band" controlling
world finances ...but we provide the answer
this issue ... (Hint: it wears an eight-pointed
cross) ...

•

•

•

The single greatest violator of human rights
on the planet is now being brought to public
account ... Our SPEC IAL REPORT puts
together the material for a full bill of
indictment against the
International
Monetary Fund ...and explains why the new
European Monetary Fund and its Arab
counterpart are emerging as the viable

alternative for Third World nations now
tra ped in the IMF's clutches .. Included:
the horrifying details of how the IMF wins
effective total sovereignty o v e r its
v i c t i m s . . . h o w i t b l e e d s the i r
economies ...and how mass murder is
already a well-established fact as a
result ...with case studies of Peru, the
Caribbean, Bangladesh, the African Sahel,
and more ...and an analysis of what the

p

.

•

•

Our THIRD W OR LD section this week
features three exclusive stories ... that
together give a unique, in-depth picture of the
development issue ...A careful study of the
Non-Aligned Movement's recent Belgrade
summit evaluates the movement's proll'8SS
toward its goal of a new world economic
order . .. and its prospects in the wake of
Bremen and Bonn ...Then we feature an
exclusive interview with a top Taiwan trade

official . . who explains why capital
intensive, "knowledge-intensive" policies are
what is required to develop his country and
.

the rest of the developing sector ...And, our
on-the-scene-report from Washington on the
just-concluded ASEAN summit there ...that
tells what the ASEAN delegates were hoping
for from the United States ... and how the
U.S. responded ...All in THIRD WORLD
this issue ....
•

•

•

O t h e r h i g h l i g h t s:
In M I L IT AR Y
STRATEG Y, a biting analysis of the newly
formed Peace Through Strength Committee
by
Labor
Party head
Lyn d o n
La Ro u c h e . . . t h a t c o m p a r e s t h e
Committee's London-scripted goals to the real
imperatives of a sound defense policy . .And
in C OUNTERINTE LLIGENCE, the story of
the "right-left" scenario that British
intelligence is using to prime a wave of terror
in the United States ...
.
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What Ca rter Must Tel l Begin
There is one simple way for President Carter to win a major political victory at his meeting
with Prime Minister Begin and President S a dat and to secure Am erican interests in a Middle
East peace.
The President must tell Mr. Begin that in the A m erican view Israel has two options. F irst. it
must announce its willingness to make the necessary conc essions. including the withdrawal
from the occupied territories and the establishm ent of a homeland for the Palestinians on the
West Bank and Gaza. and to halt its support for the fascist Christian forces in Lebanon .
Second. if Israel refuses that proposal. then it m ust be prepared to face Am erican calls for
the immediate resumption of a Geneva conference with the presence of the Soviet Union and
the Palestinians . along with all the Arab countries involved.
If the Israelis choose not. to accept either option . then the United States must tell Israel that it
will lose American support. including military and economic support . It is bitter medicine. but
it is for Israel ' s own good . The eventual result of such diplomacy will not only be the
establishment of peace in the region , but a renaissance of the Near East in a flourishing
economic com munity in which Israel, finally will p lay an i mportant role.
-Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.

Zi oni st Lo bby P l a n s Re ru n Of

1973 Arab-Isra e l i Wa r, Oi l E m ba rgo
Political chaos to follow Carter Camp David decision
President Carter has capitulated to political
blackmail from U . S . -based Zionists and their British
controllers and, in his Middle East diplomacy, set the
stage for a rerun of the 1973-74 scenario for an Arab
Israeli war, an oil embargo, and worldwide political
and economic chaos .
The decision to call for a tripartite summit meeting
on Sept. 5 at Camp David among Carter, Menachem
Begin and Anwar Sadat represents a virtual cold coup
by the M o n d a l e- B r z e z i n s k i f a c t i o n of t h e
Administration. I t follows an unprecedented wave of
political warfare by the Zionist Lobby against the
Administration, led by the S enate Foreign Relations
Committee "Zionist mafia " of Senators Javits, Case.
Stone, and Church.
The Camp David summit tactic was decided upon
during a July 31 meeting among Carter, Mondale
Brzezinski, and Vance. There, C arter wrote out by
hand two letters, one for Begin and one for Sadat.
Vance, who probably had deep reservations about the
idea, had no choice but to deliver the letters on his
Middle East tour.
A ugust 1 5-21 . 1 978

The battle is now on for the control of the U . S .
Adm ini stration Middle E ast policy. The Zionists have
set into motion all their forces behind an attempt to
prevent the Administration from demanding, at Camp
David, that Israel accept the principle of a Palestinian
homeland on the West Bank. Meanwhile, the
E gyptians and Saudis , along with the State
D epartment, are portraying the Camp David summit
as Israel ' s " last chance " to rise to the quality of the
Sadat initiative and make peace .
A n enormous amount is a t stake . A peace settlement
in the Middle East is an essential precondition for the
successful implementation of the p lan put forward by
French President Giscard and West German
Chancellor Schmidt at the Bremen EEC Summit last
m onth for the worldwide economic development and
financial stability. A peaceful Middle East is the
cornerstone for stable energy and financial
arrangements a la Bremen, which aims to replace the
International Monetary Fund and the City of London
speculators and financial vultures associated with the
British-centered branch of the Knights of Malta .
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Zionists Defend IMF

The Zionist mobilization around the Middle East is
aimed primarily at defending the IMF and the old
world monetary order. Specifically. it is directed at
the Saudis. who hold the key to the success of the
Bremen plan.
In 1973. the eruption of war in the Middle East. the
work of Henry Kissinger and General Dayan. touched
off international chaos : the 400 p ercent rise in oil
prices. the toppling of half a dozen European
governments . and the acceleration of President
Nixon ' s downfall. Several brushfire wars, like the civil
war in Lebanon that left 50.000 dea d . also were part of
the hideous results of the war.
That is the scenario that Great Britain wants to
repeat .
The options for Carter now that the Camp David
meeting has been announced are stark indeed.
The preferable option would have been to go along
with the momentum of ongoing Saudi and West
German-French policy in supporting the convention of
a pre-Geneva conference of Arabs and Israelis.
including the PLO. at the United Nations in New York.
UN S ecretary General Waldheim had made initial
contacts in that direction. Saudi Arabia , putting its
prestige on the line. made efforts to pull together an
Arab summit meeting to reconcile E gypt, Syria. and
Iraq, leaders of three major Arab factions. Prince
F ahd of Saudi Arabia visited all three earlier this
month, and according to French sources his efforts
were successful .
Those efforts have now been overturned by the
Carter initiative. In addition. the Soviet Union has
been excluded from Middle East diplomacy again.
Kissinger style. The USSR has b itterly criticized the
Camp David meeting and warned that it is an attempt
to "disrupt the Geneva conference . " Pravda . the
Soviet Communist daily. today attacked the Zionists in
the U . S . , "architects of a U . S . -Israel alliance. " as the
chief opponents of detente and peace.
Prince Fahd of Saudi Arabia . according to an
official announcement read today by the White House.
has endorsed the Camp David meeting . indicating that

6
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the S audis expect the United S tates to come through
with a p lan for a peace settllement.
being waged against the Administration by the
British-Zionist forces. Outside the Adm inistration the
Zionist organizations. the S enate mafia. and the
Kennedy-Brown wing of the D emocratic Party are
preparing a political onslaught . Meanwhile. on the
inside Walter Mondale and his allies are trying to win
hegemony over the President. As is well known.
Mondale is a close collaborator of the Anti
Defamation League of B'nai B' rith.
The Georgia boys in the White House. and Carter
him self. have lost sight of the international forces who
are prepared to j oin the United States in implementing
the Bremen accords. and are narrowly focused
instead on the political opposition to Carter.
The attack on Saudi Arabia is particularly intense.
Coinciding with the visit of the S audi Foreign Minister
to Bonn two weeks ago and the ongoing Saudi di
plomacy to mend Arab fences and heal the rift be
tween Egypt and Syria. the Zionists began a Big Lie
Goebbels-style to accuse the Saudis of promoting war
in the Middle East. The Senate' s Zionist mafia . led by
Javits. passed a resolution hitting Saudi Arabia for its
" hardline " position. and the Ne w York Tim es and
Washington Post issued propaganda that the Saudi
effort was undercutting American peace efforts .
In E gypt. the talks between Vance a n d Sadat were
reportedly tens e . Sadat. exasp erated by the
unyielding Israeli refusal to negotiate in good faith. is
under extreme internal and Arab pressure not to
capitulate in signing a separate peace. and he has
given no sign that he will do so . But Israel's insulting
behavior and the uncons c ionable refusal by
Washington to support E g yp t ' s position has
embarrassed and endangered his political position .
S adat agreed to the summit at Camp David only
after two long meetings with the A merican delegation.
indicating heavy arm-twisting of Sadat. The
Washington Sta r quoted E gyptian foreign ministry
officials opposed to the summit. but they were
overruled by Sadat.
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C u rre n cy Wa rfa re Puts
Ste r l i n g O n Th e Prec i p i ce
But London stakes all to save spot rate on pound
The run-up in the rate for overnight E urosterling to

22 percent on Aug. 1 0 , marking one of the most serious
liquidity crunches in the City of London since World
War II, ma� soon become the signal for a mass selling
wave of overvalued sterling, which will send that
currency to a well-deserved 50 percent devaluation.
The bloom came off the sterling a s a loose consensus
built a mong leading governm ent, pres s , banking and
industry circles in Western E urope , Japan and Saudi
Arabia, that collapsing the British currency would be
the only means of preserving the U . S . dollar and hence
the financ ing of world trade and development.
But the Bank of England has made an all-out
commitment to " sit like a spider , " in the words of a
trader for a maj or Swiss bank, atop its international
currency spot market - even to the point of letting its
internal economy be destroyed . The key is Britain ' s
well-known hostility t o the E uropean Monetary Fund
which was launched a m onth ago, under F rench-West
German initiative, at the B r e m en E uropean
Com munity summit as the seed-crystal for a new
world monetary system supplanting the British
controlled Internationa l Monetary F und.
Now, as a heightened media c a mpaign portraying
the Bremen accords as " antidollar" pours out of
London, the City has also mobilized the funds to short
the dollar, drawing on illicit banking networks as well
as the traditional banking system ( see ECONOMICS
for details . )
There are two potentially devastating flaws i n the
effort to end Britain ' s sabotage of a new gold-backed
monetary system emerging around the E uropean
Monetary Fund . One i s that thus far, the forces
involved in this effort are not centrally coordinated . A
common " military" effort is required for leading
banks and international corporations to intensify the
collapse pressures on the pound itself, pulling out of
stocks , gilts , industrial investment in the pound and
British interests.
S econdly, uncertainties around the United States
situation are making the West E uropeans and their
allies hold back from a fullscale attack on the pound .
They fear that the U . S . governm ent may follow the
script of the Brookings Institution and intervene on
behalf of the pound .
But already some have perceived that the key to
shifting the American elite in a pro-Bremen direction
is through giving public recognition to the Am erican
economist whose International D evelop m ent Bank
proposal largely shaped the Brem en accords, U . S .
Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H . LaRouche, Jr.
A ugust 15-21 , 1978

This week ' s issue of To the Point Interna tional, a
S outh African weekly which c i rc ulates throughout
Western E urope, singled out LaRouche ' s central role
in the future gold-backed system in an article
(reprinted below) .
Sterling Forward Rates Leap

The unprecedented leap in the sterling overnight
rate, which doubled in one day. came in the midst of a
panicked demand for funds by British banks and
corporations forced to cover their market positions .
This pushed the Bank of E ngland to release Aug. 10 an
em ergency 200 million pounds sterling into the
banking system in an attempt to relieve the acute
funds pressure.
Ironically, the Old Lady of Threadneedle Street had
to reverse its announcement of j ust the week before
that it would resist all attempts to use its specially
created 900 million pound sterling e mergency defense
fund because of fears of rekindling the inflationary
upsurge of the prp.ceding months.
The Aug. 9 edition of the Italian daily II Tempo, told
what ' s behind the attack on sterling in an article head
lined " Fall of Dollar Maneuvered by London . " The
paper quoted Arab sources stating that London has
been triggering the dollar collapse by springing an
i m m ense bear raid against the dollar in the world' s
c urrency market s . II Tem po added that b y
S eptember, the S audis , West Germans and Japanese
will have fully operational a highly coordinated
strategy to " bull" the dollar, which will permanently
cripple the British bear operation .
Backing up II Tempo, the director of one top level
F rench bank stated Aug. 10 that " at all costs , the
pound must be devalued as a countermeasure against
the dollar fall. Our preoccupation now is to push the
dollar up . " Another French banker added. " sterling
will crack in any case, they're rotten and a bunch of
saboteurs . " Elaborating on thi s point he added, "the
British are trying to break the E MF . "
As the anti-British mood becam e more and more
publi c , sterling remained stable on the spot market
against most continental currencies and the dollar,
but on the forward ma rkets, it began to collapse.
The three-month forward discount on sterling
widened on Aug. 9 to 2.50 cents from 1.45 cents the day
before. Meanwhile, seven-day E urosterling m oney
rates took off to an Aug. 10 level of 15.5 percent and
call money went through the ceiling, peaking at 50
percent on Aug. 8. As the number of pound short-posi
tions grew and the credit crunch in the City of London
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hardened , the Aug. 8 Financial Tim es warned that
pressures could force a liquidation of the artificially
bloated British gilt market.
The British Strike Back

Behind the pound ' s survival thus far - and actual
appreciation in the last few weeks - lies a massive
mobilization of funds within London ' s political reach .
At the head of the alleged " respectable , " pro-British
networks is Fritz Leutwiler, head of the Bank of
Switzerland . On Aug. 7, central banker Leutwiler
created several m illion new swiss francs for the
purchase of spot marks , in an attempt to push up the
deutschemark-Swiss franc cross-rate.
This imm ediately triggered a realignment of DM
rates , pushing the dollar into a plunge which took the
DM-dollar rate from 2 . 04 on Aug. 7 to 1 . 9755 on Aug. 1 0 .
Political back-up came from the parliamentary
fraction of the neofascist German Christian Socialist
Union ( C S U ) headed by Franz Josef S trauss . The CSU
submitted a parliamentary question to the West
German government on the legality of the newly
launched EMF , stating that its operations should be
disbanded. The pretext is that the EMF was created

without prior approval of the G erman Bl1ndesbank
and violated its constitution .
A t the s a m e time , British policy channels churned
out misinformation and outright lies to foster a dollar
collapse. The Aug. 9 Journal of Commerce headlined
its coverage , "New Currency Crisis Feared By
Bankers " and proceded to bla m e the dollar's fall on
the alleged "indifference " of President Carter. The
Wa ll Street Journal of the same day ran a front-page
article retailing the British Petroleum-sponsored line
that a sudden surge of U . S . oil imports in the second
half of this year will wipe out the world oil glut and
undermine the dollar.
According to a source close to Banque Brussels,
Lambert, "The Saudis are bli stering mad , " over
Sadat ' s agreement to meet Begin at Camp David and
may decide to go along with an oil price hike at the
Special OPEC meeting that the Kuwaitis want to hold
in September. But the wire services reported Aug. 9
that OPEC officials (obviously acting under Saudi
pressure) had stated that no such special meeting is
scheduled to take place.
-Richard Freema n

LaRouche An 'Architect Of
Gold-Backed Monetary System'
The emergence of a new world economic order was
the topic of an article appearing in the August 10 issue
of To The Point International, sometimes referred to
as

the

"Time

Magazine"

of South

Africa .

The

a nalysis, reprinted here in full, defines the mom en tum
towards a gold-backed monetary system as a result of
the economic policies of Lyndon H. La Rouche. Jr.,
outlined in his 1975 Interna tional De velopment Bank
proposal.

Bullio n at 240 Dolla rs a n O u n ce and
A "Gold Backed Mo n e t a ry S ystem?"
It is an open secret that the world is moving towards
a " gold backed monetary system . " The price of gold
must be brought rapidly to 230 or 240 dollars an ounce .
That is how one of the architects of the concepts
discussed at one of the recent economic summits in
Europe interprets the post-Bonn and Bremen think
ing. Can the U . S . gold demonetarists resist the metal's
comeback? Managing Editor S tephen Orpen weighs
the odds .
"We're agreed that the price of gold must be rapidly
brought to the range of 230-240 dollars an ounce. and
8
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stabilized in that range through central bank
operations in the open market, and that the U . S . dollar
must be brought up to the valuation of 3 West German
marks . " Lyndon LaRouche is the first announced
candidate for the 1 980 presidential elections , and
author of the International Development Bank propo
sals , on which the outline of the recent Bonn and
Bremen economic sum m its were m odelled .
After speaking to LaRouche and others involved in
the Bonn and Bremen sum m its. the Executive
Intelligence Review (EIR ) reported that with the
introduction of the Schm idt-G iscard E uropean
Monetary System , it is now an " open secret among
informed financial circles that the world is moving
rapidly towards a gold backed monetary system . "
According to European gold traders, says E I R .
central banks have been shaping g o l d markets for
several months and are now important net buyers.
EIR says this dovetails with recent statements by the
South African Chamber of Mine s . which have pointed
out that with the changes in the IMF statutes now
permitting central banks to trade in gold at free
market prices, tht'se institutions will be playing an
increasing role in stabilizing and running gold
markets .
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It is also reported that the French, West German
and other central bankers have been quietly stocking
up on gold, with full cooperation from the main
producers, the Soviet Union and South Africa.
How credible is this? One must start by cautioning
that LaRouche, who is also chairman of the United
States Labor Party, is a long way from current White
House and Washington policy formation. He may have
influence in certain areas but he's far from the
mainstream of official U.S. Treasury strategy, and
pre suma bly an anathema to those Treasury men who
have been implacably opposed to an important role for
gold in the monetary system. He is plainly closer to
those grassroots U.S. gold bugs who are inclined to
make up in energy what they lack in finesse in their
arguments. Yet, his access to the thinking and plans of
transatlantic policy makers at the highest level gives
his observations, if not his personal views, a certain
authority.
Clearly, he is echoing European sentiments in his
gold-dollar arguments. His semantics may be off
target but his method runs true. What lies behind it
may be summarized as follows.
- There is still an important bloc in Washington
that hope to see gold relegated to commodity status.
But there are troubles brewing in the U.S. economy
which are working against this. The U.S. has little
hope of finding a durable solution to its problems
without major shifts in style, span and courage of its
economic and monetary policy making. Gradually the
welfare-wedge (and, if you like, the "problems of

ling. and 2 . 1 percent in Deutschemarks . In 1 9 7 7 . 8 1 . 2
percent dollars . only 1 . 5 percent pound sterling. but 6 . 9
percent deutschemarks, making the D M the world 's
second most important reserve currency. Members of
the European snake have 95 percent of their reserves
in dollars . whereas gold comprises 13.5 percent of the
world's total offic ial currency reserves - and the pro
portion in gold could become higher if the central
banks based it on market prices for the metal.
- The fallen U.S. dollar has given the U.S. an edge
in world trade which remains distasteful in European
and Japanese export sectors.

-

It

is

a truism

that

the

dollar' s

slide

'

has

undermined confidence in currencies and in the
West's economic health to the benefit of gold. It may
be old fashioned to repeat that metal has an intrinsic
value which everyone understand s , because gold is
scarce and costly to produce. For all that, events keep
underlining this fact.
- Taking all the above into account, it would not be
surprising if the European central banks were keen to
have more gold and fewer dollars in their reserves,
even if they also wanted a somewhat stronger dollar to
help their trading positions and to restore basic
confidence in the basis for world growth and monetary
order.
- To get more gold now costs more dollars. But
these are devalued and over plentiful dollars.
Europeans (and others> are not unhappy to part with
such greenbacks. If this implies a rising price for gold
and a more important role for the metal in monetary
arrangements, so be it - within reason.

prosperity") is eroding Washington's powers to do the
things it must if the vicious circle with inflation,
declining increments in productivity, the energy
squeeze, the balance of payments deficit, the loss of
investment confidence, and hobbled economic growth
is to be broken. Until this breakthrough comes, the
dollar will remain fundamentally weak, even if the
price is not as depressed as in recent months.

Of course, there are many other factors at work gold speculators, industrial demand for gold, over
reaction to the rise of the yen, the proposed new Euro
pean Monetary Union, the supersnake proposals,
contradictions in the economic cycles in different
countries, the cost of getting the Third World viable,
changes in political risks around the world.

- World foreign exchange reserves have climbed
from 35,600 million dollars in 1970 to 173,100 million
dollars last year. In 1970, some 80.9 percent of paper
reserves were held in dollars, 9 percent in pound ster-

But the feeling keeps growing that, in the medium
and long term, the gold price will keep rising and the
metal will prove extremely difficult to expel from a
central role in the monetary system.
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Towa rd A M i d east Ca tastro p h e?
Carter must turn to Geneva to avoid war and oil embargo
The Carter Administra tion 's decision to ca ll a Camp
Da vid summit next m on th between Israeli Prime
Minister Begin and Egyptian Presiden t Sada t has
been explained by high-level Washington sources as a
move necessary to head off a Middle East crisis and to
lend Egyptian President Sada t crucial support to
bolster his sagging pea ce initia tive. In their
rationaliza tions of Carter 's m o ves, these same policy
makers ha ve even gone so far as to hope tha t Carter
will ha ve the opportunity a t Camp Da vid to
"pressure" Sada t into concessions with Israel.
Wha t is being ignored in these justifica tions is tha t
the President is reacting to m assive pressure from the
Israel Lobby in Washington. Last week in the Senate,
Secretary of State Cyrus Va nce was put under
enormous a rm twisting pressure by Sena tors Ja vits,
Church, Case, and Stone to publicly a ttack Saudi
Arabian "obstruction" of Egyp t-Isra el bila teral talks.

How I srael Pressured Ca rter
I n to The Camp David Summit
"Concern about the risk of new hostilities in the
Middle East was an important element in persuading
President Carter to take the bold initiative of inviting
Prime Minister Menachem Begin of Israel and
President Anwar Sadat of E gypt here next month to
seek a breakthrough. " the New York Tim es reported
August 9.
This remarkable assertion by the Tim es that the
Middle East is heading toward general Arab-Israeli
war was followed by previously unrevealed
intelligence leaks from "western intelligence
agencies" that Egypt has "put some of its units on
higher alert status recently and has stepped up war
games and preparedness . . . as a possible cover for a
buildup toward some military action on S inai . "
"Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan i s reported to have
expressed his concern about the E g yptian moves to
top Carter Administration offic ials , " the Times notes.
Back off from pressuring Israel or there will be war.
This is the message that President Carter was
A ugust 15-21 , 1978

Thirteen Senators sent a letter to Ca rter on Aug. 4,
a ttacking the Administra tion for ha ving promised
Saudi "modera tion" in peace talks after Carter wop
the a rm s-sale-to-the-Sa udis ba ttle earlier this year.
By A ug. 8, Carter, so besieged by the Zionist Lobby,
was priva tely telling Sena tors tha t he
was
"concerned" a bout Saudi attempts to keep Sadat
within the A ra b diploma tic and political fold.
Other pressure tactics during the past week ha ve
included Israel's hysterical threa ts of war in the
Middle East and warnings of an outbreak of terrorism
in the Mideast.
Despite the various explana tions in Washington,
Carter has a cted more out of fea r of a domestic
political confronta tion with the Zionist Lobby than out
of a courageous determina tion to push a compre
hensive Middle East peace settlem ent through the
obstacle course.

delivered by the Israelis directly. and through such
pro-Israel Administration officials as Vice President
Mondale over the past few week s . This threat. the
Times and related sources m ake clear, is what
"convinced" the President to break with Saudi
diplomacy for a Geneva conference and to instead
initiate his defensive and desperate summit initiative.
Lebanon Flashpoint

The conditioning of Carter on the general Arab
Israel war threat has been accompanied by overt
Israeli war threats over Lebanon. In fact, the Tim es
noted in a separate article. "there is deep concern" in
the State Department that an Israel-Syria war over
Lebanon "between now and S ept . 5 " could torpedo the
sum mit meeting.
On Aug . 8, Israeli j ets went careening over Beirut as
a s ignal to the S yrians that Israel would in the future
m ilitarily back up "the Christians" against Syrian
efforts to dismantle the extrem ist Falangist and
National Liberal Party militias.
Israel has for days been systematically obstructing
the deployment of Lebanese Army battalions in the
southern regions of the country.
Under Israeli
encouragement, renegade forces along the southern
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border under the command of Saad Haddad have been
shelling the Arm y forces, preventing their deploym ent
into areas of Falangist control. Haddad's actions are
being closely tied to the anti-S yrian actions of the
Falangists and NLP-Chamounists in Beirut, and
Haddad has threatened to exchange " b low for blow"
in retaliation for S yrian actions in Beirut .
This
situation has made the south a tinderbox that could
explode into Israeli-S yrian conflict.
According to Lebanon' s An-Nahar newspaper this
week, the Falangists across Lebanon are threatening
" all-out war" if Syria does not withdraw immediately
from Lebanon . This has renewed fears of a general
civil war in the country, especially as the Falangists
have recently provocatively extended the fighting
into western Beirut, the strongholds of the Moslem
communities and the left, likely forcing a retaliation
within the next days . This could provide the pretext
for an Israeli strike north , in accord with Israeli
Prime Minister Begin ' s repeated threats to " defend
the Christians from annihilation. "
The U. S . State Department i s publicly and
privately pointing the finger at the Falangists as
responsible for the unrest in Lebanon, and has
cr iti cized Israeli gun-running to ultra-rightists.
But holding back from more decisive action in this
regard has left Israel' '!I hands free to keep the
Lebanese situation very unstable.
Internally in Israel moves toward war are being

consolidated . First, the notorious 1 950 ' s anti-Arab
Brigade 1 0 1 terror units have been reconstituted .
under the control of a protege of 1 0 1 founder Ariel
Sharon . current Israeli Agricultural Minister.
S econdly, the land forces of Israel have been put
under the com mand of General Yisrael Tal, an
advocate of preemptive strike mode military
deployments and of attacks against Arab oilfields in
times of war.
Third. press attacks have m ounted in the Israeli
press against the Saudis for "organizing Arab unity . "
Begin h a s denounced the Saudis as obstructions to
peace. helping to set the atmosphere for direct Israel
Saudi confrontation .
These tendencies in Israel have, through the
Brigade 1 0 1 reactivation and related moves . catalyzed
the recent " intra-Palestinian" terror war provoked by
the extremist followers of the Baghdad-based Abu
Nidal. a man whom Defense D epartment insiders
consider to be "an Israeli agent . "
Several key
Palestine Liberation Organization centrist and
moderate leaders close to PLO chief Yasser Arafat
have been murdered in the past weeks by Abu Nidal's
a gents . Now. with the Carter sum m it announced.
intelligence agencies linked to the Israelis are
predicting "an outbreak of terrorism throughout the
Middle East aimed against those leaders identified as
responsible for 'capitulation' to the U . S . and the
Z ionists . "

A H u m ani st Solut i on
To Th e le banon Cr i s i s
U.S Labor Party proposes n ew Leban ese con stitution
The following proposal by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr
was first published by New Solidarity. the u.s. Labor
Party's ne wspaper.
.•

A variety of relevant governm ents and other
agencies have inquired to the p urpose of learning our
proposals for solutions to problems of the Middle East
and Eastern Mediterranean region. These inquiries
include the subj ect of Lebanon in particular.
It is in the general interest that our p roposals be pub
lished. especially to inform key sections of the U . S .
electorate as well as responsible U . S . official institu
tions .
1. LABOR PARTY MIDDLE EAST POLICY

It has been continuing U . S . Labor Party Middle East
policy since our published proposals of mid- 1 9 75 that a
12
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package solution be offered to Israel and its Arab
neighbors. The central feature of this proposal of 1 975.
to which we presently adhere. is that the occupied ter
ritories be made the territory of a sovereign Arab
Palestinian state. and that durable peace between the
state of Israel and that Arab state be secured by aid of
an adequate development fund.
But for interventions by Henry Kissinger. City of
London forces. and Black Guelph-controlled elements
of the U . S . Zionist Lobby. our proposal would have
succeeded .
During the spring of 1 976. the leadership of the U . s.
Labor Party was directly approached by an official of
the government of Israel. This official stated two
points in the main. First. that key forces within Israel
wished to realize the U . S . Labor Party' s proposal for
durable Middle East peace. and wished the Labor
Party to inform all its Arab friends of this willingness
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within Israel. Second , that the relevant forces in and
around the Israeli government trusted the U . S . Labor
Party's manifest sincerity and competence in this
matter .
The difficulties of "bringing off" such informal
meetings as were proposed were monstrously
aggravated by London and London-controlled U . S .
Zionist forces. The Israel-Arab policies o f the Rabin
government deteriorated , contacts with the U . S .
Labor Party were formally broken off. and the Israeli
official who had been in contact with us suffered a
suspicious accident. eliminating h i m from the scene of
activity.
We continued with our policy . pursuing this with
Israelis, Arab circles. and others. With the election of
Prime Minister Menachem Begin. we launched a new
effort. We denounced Dayan ' s effort to arrive at a
" separate " settlement with Egypt, but encouraged
E gypt ' s role in seeking to open negotiations for a
general Arab-Israeli settlement. This effort collapsed
with the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and the deteriora
tion of Prime Minister Begin ' s m anifest mental state .

2. U.S. LABOR PARTY LEBANON POLICY
During this writer' s April 1 97 5 visit to Baghdad. he
warned leaders of the Baath Party and other influen
tial Arabs present there of the danger of an impending
Israeli invasion of Lebanon. p relude to an Israeli
sweep through the Jordan desert into Damascus. He
outlined the breaka way-ally scenario variant for this
adventure. warned that Henry A. Kissinger was com
plicit in the operation. that President Gerald A. Ford
had a defective perception of Kissinger. and that
S enator Edward Kennedy was by no m eans a friend of
Middle East peace. He warned that the indicated
scenario could be set into initial phases of operation at
will. and proposed that Arabs take initiatives to secure
a comprehensive Middle East peace based on regional
development programs.
It was during the last days of this writer' s soj ourn in
Baghdad that the Falange attacks escalated to the
point of originating the bloodbath which has continued
in Lebanon to date . Unfortunately. too many influen
tial Arabs had a defective perception of the nature of
the Falange operation and organization . E ffective re
sponse to the Lebanon destabilization signal was not
suitably forthcoming.
Nonetheless. this writer informed key Arab repre
sentatives of his com mitment to publicize an open pro
posal to Israel for a development-cooperation Middle
East peace effort, and requested Arabs to respond
promptly to any favorable signals from Israeli circles.
The writer stressed the importance that Arabs drop
the simplistic ideology concerning the " Z ionist adver
sary" and develop an accurate . differentiated percep
tion of the Israeli people and nation . Although those
recom mendations were not accepted at that time. the
conceptions were registered. and have won cumula
tive credibility among both Arab and Israeli c ircles
August 1 5-21 ,1 978

over the intervening years ' experience.
One of the most poignant experiences this writer has
had in connection with the continuing bloodbath in
Lebanon occurred during a meeting with the exiled
Raymond Edde. Mr. Edde ' s aide stressed to us. fol
lowing our meeting. that Mr. Edde was passionately con
cerned that the U . S . Congress. in particular. awaken
itself to a perception of the hideous crimes to which
Mr. Henry A. Kissinger and others had lent their com
plicity in the Lebanese bloodbath . With shame and
pain. this writer advised the aide to Mr. Edde that the
maj ority of the U . S . Congres s would not respond
efficiently to such moral issues in the face of the
powerful "Zionist Lobby. " This writer assured Mr.
E dde and his friends of his own and his party' s dedica
tion to the welfare of Lebanon. but cautioned against
excessive confidence in the conscience of the maj ority
of the U . S . Congress.
This painful characterization of the U.S. Congress
was not unfair. Apart from the visible reflection of the
" Z ionist Lobby" in Senators Kennedy. Javits . Church.
Jackson, et al . . those Republican Congressmen who
refuse to denounce Henry A. Kissinger and exclude
him from their counsels will certainly not remedy
Kissinger's crimes in Lebanon or elsewhere . When
S enator Henry Jackson issues panegyrics to "human
rights , " a stink of hypocrisy pervades the halls of Con
gress. A Congress that tolerates flagrant economic
genocide. by supporting the IMF Witteveen facility
policy. is not of such strict conscience that it will fight
the " Z ionist Lobby" over a mere few hundred
thousand victims of London-Israeli-Ki!lsinger horrors
in Lebanon.
The U . S . Labor Party remains dedicated to the re
habilitation of a sovereign. undivided nation of
Lebanon. and pursues this urgent purpose until the Ad
m inistration ' s and Congress ' s perception of "human
rights " in that quarter of the Middle East comes into
efficient correspondence with reality. Perhaps the
fact that Israeli intelligence networks politically asso
c iated with the Jerusalem Foundation are witting
coordinators of international terrorism - including
Abu Nidal's terrorist operations - will help the Con
gress to awaken to the realities of the matter .

3. THE VULNERABILITY OF LEBANON
The vulnerability of Lebanon to Israel-linked internal
destabilization is rooted in the institutionalization of
" particularist" divisions within the Lebanese state.
The London-centered operation against Lebanon ex
p loited that particularist compartmentalization
through the following instruments . The Falange . re
organized and re-equipped for this destabilization
operation. is a relic of the Nazi Abwehr's Second
Division operations in the Middle E ast. complement
ing Admiral Canari s ' s parallel. Iraq-centered Arab
nationalist fascist organization . London took control of
these organizations during the war and continued to
control these networks during the postwar period . The
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Arab side of the destabilization c entered around the
Bahai cult ' s Shi' ite operations and such " right-wing"
Arab formations under London ' s control as the
Muslim Brotherhood. Additionally, there were direct
operations of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem in
Lebanon , of which the Chamoun factor is immediately
representative . It was through Rothschild intersection
with the Round Table organizations and the Knights
that the closest link was made between Jerusalem and
the fascist " Christian " elem ent of internal Lebanese
destabilization .
The recent role of the Syrian government and forces
in Lebanon has been wholesom e . S yria is dedicated by
stated policy and practice to the reestablishment of
Lebanon as a sovereign state without p artition, and is
acting to develop the Lebanese national army as the
ruling military force in that nation in fact as well as in
nam e . The situation has been complicated by extreme
provocations against S yrian forces by Chamounist ele
ments directly clients of Israel , catching the S yrians
in the difficult position of selecting a course between
m inimally necessary military action and over
reaction.
The placing of U.N. forces in Lebanon was a useful
act, but was not backed by adequate m eans and politi
cal directives to push the Israelis and their puppets
back to a sealed Israel-Lebanon border. E ffective m eans
would provide for shooting down a credible percen
tage of Israeli military aircraft invading Lebanon for
purposes of assault, and would be supplemented by
efficient penalties against Israel for continued across
border bombardment of Lebanese territory .
For the short term , the urgent task is to stabilize the
government of Lebanon and to make that government
efficient in its rule over both its borders and the terri
tory within its borders . These measures will not root
out the potential for future destabilizations , but will
create the conditions under which Lebanon can act to
rem edy those problem s .

4 . A NEW LEBANESE CONSTITUTION
I strongly urge that Lebanon requires a new consti
tution. At the very minimum , the new constitution
must make the state blind to particularist distinctions
among citizens , outlawing religious or other particu
larist political parties or parties which function as
religious-political electoral bodies under disguise. Re
specting religion as such, the Lebanese constitution
ought not to prescribe a purely secular state , but
rather adopt an ecum enical policy , embodying in the
constitution those inalterable precepts of national pur
pose and outlook which represent the common, Neo
platonic - ecumenical - foundations of all viable cur
rents of Christianity, Islam and Judais m .
I propose that the new constitution should be
modelled on the Grand Design conceptions associated
with such exemplary figures as Cardinal Nicholas of
Cusa and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. It should not err
in the direction of the Weimar Constitution or present
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constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany ; it
should not be a long document detailing what are often
mutually contradictory statutes . It should be com
posed of three parts , each intended to be made clearly
understood by all adult citizens , as follows :
A. Declaration of National Purpose

" The Republic of Lebanon is dedicated to the per
fection of humanity in accordance with those prin
ciples of natural law which govern infinitely the order
ing of the universe. This perfection consists of uplift
ing men and women to the condition known as Reason,
which is not only bringing their j udgment and know
ledge into conformity with knowable natural law, but
is also awakening and develop ing in them those
creative powers of thought which absolutely dis
tinguish the human spirit fro'll the quality of plants
and animal s . This creative power is the developable
power to discover, communicate and to govern one 's
actions accor4ing to ever-more accurate knowledge of
natural law.
" To accomplish this purpose, the R epublic is dedi
cated to the limit of its powers to fostering those condi
tions of life in which adult men and women value
the m selves for the creative-mental potential they em
body for knowledge and practice, and in which they
value other persons for reason of the same potentials
within them .
" This is to be accomplished by many, mutually
coherent means . The central emphasis is to be p laced
on providing those forms of employment and other
daily activity for citizens in which a premium is
p laced upon the developm ent and application of their
creative-mental powers . This centers in day-to-day
secular practice, upon fostering progress in the tech
nology of production and things produced, in industry,
in research and developm ent, in the development of a
prosperous agriculture, and in the circum stances of
community life.
" To accomplish this same purpose, the Republic is
dedicated to relations of entente with other nations
dedicated to the same global purpose respecting
humanity as a whole, with special emphasis upon the
region of the Middle East and Eastern Mediter
ranean . "
B. The Organization of the State

" The government of the Republic of Lebanon is the
instrument of the entire Lebanese citizenry and its
posterity. It acts in behalf of the individual c itizen or
group of citizens according to its dedication to the
whole citizenry and its posterity, and according to the
national purpose which defines the self-interest of the
nation as a whole .
" The formal organization o f the government i s
modelled upon the example of the founding o f the
United States of America as a constitutional demo
cratic republic by Benj amin Franklin and Franklin's
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collaborators . The state is divided a mong an Execu
tive , headed by an elected President, a Legis lature of
two branches, and a system of National Courts under a
Supreme Court which is the guardian of the principles
of the Constitution. The election of the President and
members of the national legislature is by general elec
tion of a maj ority of the electors in each district desig
nated as the area which that official shall represent.
" E lectors - those authorized to vote - shall be
each and any adult citizen who applies for registration
as a voter, who is not disqualified for reason of im
paired mental functioning or conviction for commis
sion of a felony.
"The national military forces of the government
shall consist of a professional m ilitary force combined
with a general militia of c itizens. The adult citizens
shall be adequately trained and equipped for military
service in case of war or other national emergency.
The military shall be under the com mand of the Presi
dent of the Republic , and shall obtain its material
means by authorization of the national legislature . "
And , so forth . . . .
C. Rights of Citizens

" Through the loving care and moral guidance of the
family and the society the newborn infant is trans
formed from an ignorant and greedy creature of
human potentials, through the period of adolescence,
into a rational adult. Where this process is not success
fully accomplished, where the ignorance and greedi
ness of infantile life persist through adolescence into
adulthood, the quality of the c itizen is impaired
accordingly , causing, in the worst cases , mental dis
orders and criminal dispositions.
"The rights of the citizen do not, therefore, reside in
his or her being a biological individual, but in his or
her right to become a ra tional a dult human being. and
in the rights to be secured on behalf of each and every
ra tional adult human being. Accordingly, the rights of

the citizen apply primarily to rational adults . and by
derivation to providing children and others the effi
c ient means to develop them s elves into rational
adults . Even the evil c itizen has. therefore. the right to
seek and gain redemption from evil habits and man
ners of thought.
" The focal point of the notion of the rights of the
rational adult citizen is that principle of freedom
which flows from the principles of natural law. The
function of the government is to m aintain the Republic
according to adopted constitutional principles. and to
promote those undertakings which correspond as
tasks and opportunities for action to the national pur
pose. The successful implementation of such govern
mental policies depends upon the c reative-mental con
tributions for practice of the many individual
citizens . This creative-mental power within the indivi
dual citizen is the essence of freedom according to
principles of natural law. The R epublic . through its
government. must promote the fruitful expression of
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individual freedom of this sort wherever that serves
the general good . and must tolerate error as much as
the general good will allow. in the interest of affording
breadth and depth to the individual c itizen ' s efforts to
discover improved knowledge and practice. "
In the statement of the principle of freedom
a c c o r d i n g to N e o p l a t o n i c e c u m e n i c a l p r i n 
c ip les embracing Christianity, I s l a m and Judaism ,
the creative power within the human individual is the
instrument of God ' s continuing work of creation, for
which sacred purpose the individual properly exists .
To those among us who have p rogressed in their
mental development no higher than the mere under
standing, the principle of man ' s creative powers as
the instrument of God ' s continuing work of creation is
unavoidably a point of apparent theology, or, if you in
sist, mystification or mythification. To those among
us who have attained the state of Reason, there is no
m ystification attached. Yet, because the ordinary per
son has not yet attained R eason as Plato defines it, for
example, most persons are properly compelled on
rational grounds of evidence of practice to agree with
the principles involved without the developed capacity
to comprehend the deeper principles of natural law in
volved . Hence, down through the ages , the truth so re
flected has been shrouded in the sort of mystification
the laymen associate with the term " theology. " We
are not propitiating theology, therefore, if. in address
ing persons with "silver" or " bronze" souls. we state
principles in term s of reference accessible to "silver"
or " bronze " souls .
" The first principles of freedom are the individual's
right to informa tion and to proper educa tion . "
"Freedom o f the Press " has proven itself t o b e a de
fective principle. For, if the control of the press shall
fall into the hands of a dominant few who willfully sup
press important news and falsify news , as does the
R euters news agency, or the U . S .A . ' s Washington
Post, the average individual citizen is deprived of
accurate knowledge and his or her j udgment is im
paired to his or her disadvantage.
" The freedom of the press to report news and
opinion uncomfortable to incumbent governing
parties must be defended, but the state has the obliga
tion to ensure that the citizens have authoritative
channels of news and opinion dissemination despite
bias in other news media . "
" Freedom i s a n empty word unless a proper
education is provided to the general citizenry, so that
their m inds are properly informed and developed.
" The general, further principle of freedom is the
sacredness of the m ind of the rational adult citizen and
stranger within our midst, and provision to others . not
rational adults , to gain access to the processes by
which they too may become rational adults . Under
this is subsumed the right of the c itizen to be free of
p enalties or harassment without due p rocess of law to
determine what penalties and constraints he or she
ought to endure.
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" The principle of retributive j ustice in law is fore
sworn according to the same principle s . A person who
perpetrates an unlawful inj ury upon another ought to
be obliged to remedy the inj ury. wherever that is
possible. Persons duly j udged to be governed in
their acts by criminal dispositions or dangerous ex
pressions of mental disorder ought to be restrained for
their own protection and the general good .
"The practice of prescribed ter m s of fine and im
prisonment for unlawful practices need not be
abandoned . provided that the governing purpose be
hind such laws and their j udicial implementation is
not retributive j ustice. but rather deterrence of crime
and pursuit of redemption of the personality of the
offender.
" From the same principles of freedom we derive the
concern to maintain domains of privacy for indivi
duals and households . The individual must have lati-
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tude for his or her own self-develop ment. for experi
mentation with knowledge and practice. and for re
lated expressions of the developm ent of the powers for
creative and creatively informed practice .
The foregoing paragraphs a r e not intended . of
course. to be a draft constitution in full. but merely to
identify those conceptions which are viewed as essen
tial to the drafting of a suitable constitution. More
specifically. these are intended to provoke the kind of
discussion indispensable to developing an elaborated
conception of a suitable constitution and also develop
ing the constituency needed to adopt such a constitu
tion.
It is. more broadly. the duty of those nations which
have tolerated the London-Jerusalem rape of Lebanon
to afford that victimized nation the opportunity to re
cover from the crimes to which it has been subj ected
since April 1975.
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SPECIA L REPORT

Th e re Are N o H u m a n R i g h ts
U n d e r Th e IMF
Why the IM F m u st b e replaced with a n ew world m on etary system
This statement was released on A ug. 1 0 in New York
City by the u.s. Labor Party and its cothinker
organizations, the European La bor Party and the
Mexican Labor Party.
We hereby call on the leaders of the developing
countries to immediately avert the genocide which
threatens their nations. The International Monetary
Fund has in recent weeks begun a campaign, more
brutal than ever before. to commit open genocide. The
IMF's infamous conditions for debt-refinancing
credits are threatening to turn numerous countries in
the Caribbean. Latin America. Asia, and Africa into
regions where hundreds of thousands of human beings
will be exterminated through famine. epidemics. and
catastrophes.
Whenever an IMF delegation speaks of "currency
devaluations" and "halting imports. " the correct
phrase ought to be substituted : " mass murder."
If President Carter is really serious about his fight
for human rights he must immediately break with the
IMF, because this institution's so-called conditions
can be met only by dictatorial regimes modeled on
that of Chile. The IMF's conditions are destroying the
sovereignty of every nation forced to submit to them ;
they are destroying not only the right to economic
development and technological progress, but are also
destroying these countries' political sovereignty. How
many governments" of developing countries have in
recent years been forced to " reconstruct" their
governments and throw out their best leaders.
bec;ause IMF delegations have made this into a
"condition"?
The developing countries must imm edia tely break
with the IMF (and the World Bank. and the " Brandt
commission") , because this institution represents the
most exposed flank of those forces which want to
eternally maintain the world in a state of backward
feudalism in which they. a small elite. can rule the
world. The IMF is only one of the financial
instruments wielded by the international Black
Guelph conspiracy, all of whose members belong to
one or more of the following organizations : The

Venerable Military and Hospitaler Knights of St. John
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of Jerusalem (based in London ) ; the Sovereign
Military and Hospitaler Knights of St. John of
Jerusalem (its "black nobility" faction based in
Rome) ; the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem (based in
the u . s . and Canada) . the Jerusalem Foundation (the
alliance's Jewish branch) .
Members of these secret organizations control not
only the majority of the banks involved in the
Euromarket - especially in G reat Britain .
Switzerland. and Canada - but also control
international organized crime. the drug trade. part of
the alcohol market. and prostitution. They are the
kind of people who are willing to turn the youth of
entire nations into drug addicts if this will maintain
their power. They are the people who not only created
the Nazi ideology for use in a Nazified Germany. but
who also consider themselves to be a "master race."
For them. the over 2 billion people inhabiting the
developing countries are not human beings, but so
many superfluous eaters. who are useful only so long
as they remain physically capable of being exploited.
They are the people who drew up the special study
"Europe 2000 , " in which they openly demand that by
the turn of this century the world' s population must be
reduced to 1 billion people.
It is these same criminals who are spreading the
rumor among the developing countries that nothing
has changed in the industrialized countries since the
1 9 7 6 conference of Nonaligned countries in Colombo.
Contrary to the situation in August 1976. today all
the conditions exist for a full break with the IMF.
On the initiative of West German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt and French President Giscard d'Estaing at
the Bremen European Community Summit meeting.
the European Monetary Fund was launched - an
institution whose concept can be traced back to a
proposal made by Lyndon LaRouche. chairman of the
u.S. Labor Party. Just as LaRouche had proposed in
1 9 7 5 with his concept of the International Development
Bank, the initial $50 billion alloted to the EMF will not
be used for debt refinancing programs. cbut rather will
be exclusively used towards the export of advanced
technology into the developing countries.
When the Arab Monetary Fund is integrated this
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S eptember with the EMF ( with the Japanese pulled in
as well ) , this new monetary system will have at its
disposal capital deposits of about $350 billion, and can
completely replace the IMF . The stated policy of
Japan, France, and West Germany is to pursue a
Grand Design policy - which m eans using their own
countries ' technological and economic potential for
the development of the world as a whole, in the
tradition of the Ionian citybuilders , Plato , and Leibniz .
The countries of Europe , with the exception of Great
Britain, will act along with Japan to use the new
monetary system ' s capital to finance long-term , low
interest credits, so as to realize giant develop ment
proj ects on the basis of nuclear technology in Africa,
Asia and Latin Am erica.
The next phase of the Grand D esign will be the
export of " nuplex cities . " This m eans that by using
the developed countrie s ' technology, completely new
cities and industrial complexes supplied by nuclear
plants - nuplexes - can be built in any desired
location in the developing countrie s . E ven with the
currently existing technologies it is easily possible to
transform entire deserts into rich and productive
farmland through irrigation and desalination
system s .
Once the East bloc countries are integrated into
these development proj ects - and the groundwork for
this has alreadY been laid by the historic May 1 978
treaty between Soviet President Brezhnev and
Chancellor S chmidt - the world will also have a solid
basis for a real detente policy, whose foundation is
worldwide development. R elations between the
nations of this world will then no longer be dom inated
by the discredited ideas of Henry Kissinger and of
similar spheres of influence. The world will be
founded upon a system of independent , sovereign
humanist republic s .
O n c e the obligation t o provide for technological and
cultural progress becomes not only an internal
criterion for each country, but also the criterion for
relations between countries , then the continuous
improvem ent which progress brings with it will very
quickly teach human beings to esteem their fellow
man for that which makes him uniquely human : his
ability repeatedly to contribute , through creative
labor, to the improvement of the s ituation of society as
a whole. Technological progres s i s the sole guarantee
that all forms of discrim ination can cease to exist 10
the near future.
If those leaders of the developing countries who are
conscious of their responsibility act now to initiate
decisive steps towards integration into the European
Monetary Fund, then the world will be led out of its
greatest crisis and we will enter into an age of the
actual realization of human rights .
If at that point the Knights of S t . John of Jerusalem
and their IMF apostles still wish to c ling to their own
policies, we will generously provide them with a little
homeland - Liecthenstein, perhaps - Which can then
be subj ected to IMF conditions.
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1 . Th e IMF ta kes ove r

i n t h e Ca ri bbea n
Both Guyana and Jamaica have been forced to
adopt severe austerity measures which threaten
economic activity as a whole , and the very lives of the
populations . Through final agreements reached this
summer, both nations have effectively turned their
economies over to the IMF .
Since Jamaica and Guyana both have relatively
small economies with little industrial activity, the
focus of the IMF agreements has been to force these
countries to " generate funds " pri marily by direct cuts
in the consumption levels of the population . In fact, the
official IMF press release announcing the Jamaican
agreement, issued on June 1 2 , stated that the
government must make "a maj or effort to reduce
consumption as a ' proportion of gross domestic
product . "

Jamaica
In the first week of June 1 9 78 the International
Monetary Fund assumed day-to-day control of the
Jamaican econom y. The Jamaican F inance Ministry
must subm it a daily report on " the basis of four
p erformance criteria " to an IMF monitoring unit in
the Bank of Jamaica and send a full weekly report to
IMF headquarters in Washington, D . C .
This violation o f the princ iple o f national
sovereignty was only one IMF condition for a three
year, $200 million loan to Jamaic a . Jamaicar: F inance
Minister Bell called the overa ll IMF package "a shock
to society . . . living standards will fall . "
F ood and Labor Policy . The I M F demands a 47
percent devaluation of Jamaica ' s currency . As a
result, prices of basic item s , including oil and food ,
which are nearly all imported , rose by 50 percent
i m m ediately. The currency w i l l be devalued
throughout 1978 by another 15 p ercent, while wage
increases are lim ited to 15 percent, including benefits
- not even one-third of the immediate j ump in prices
- for a two-year period .

G u yana
On Aug . 5, Guyana ' s Prime Minister Forbes
Burnham announced that similar austerity conditions
were required, in return for a loan of only $ 1 8 . 75
m illion.
Along with the economic conditions, the IMF has
demanded further government purges in Guyana . A
m ajor cabinet shuffle and dumping of secondary level
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ministerial posts was announc ed s i m ultaneously with
the IMF package, in the second phase of government
shake-up this year.
The first phase occurred in February when Foreign
Minister Frederick Wills , a key international figure in
the Non-Aligned Movement ' s battle for development,
was forced to resign.
Food Policy. The latest round of c utbacks comes on
top of an already devastated econom y. 1 9 7 7 was
already officially dubbed the " Year of Austerity " by
the U . S . Commerce Departm ent. Last year, the
budget was slashed by 30 percent, a planned
d e v e l o p m ent p r o g r a m s t a l l e d w i t h c a p i t a l
expenditures cut b y 6 0 percent, governm ent subsidies
of basic items halved, wage lim its imposed, and all
"non-essential " imports prohibited or severely
lim ited - in order to " save" foreign exchange . Those
measures have alreadY created severe shortages of
basic com modities - eggs, chicken , milk, m argarine,
soap , etc . - throughout this past spring.
Now Prime Minister Burnham is forced to
announce to the population that the Fund is
demanding Guyana cut imports by a m inimum of 10
p ercent more this year - even though nothing but the
most vital items are still imported - in order to cut its
trade deficit by more than half. A 1 7 percent increase
in exports has been stipulated. The governm ent
monetary reserves must rise by a specified amount,
but credit for the public sector, which comprises 80
percent of the Guyanese econom y, is severely
restricted, and ceilings on foreign borrowing precisely
detailed. State companies, without the money for new
investment, must nearly double their profits within
the year - through price rises, wage slashing, and
"productivity" gains . The price of sugar was
immediately doubled as part of this plan.
Agriculture. At the same time G uyana is being
forced to become a Maoist agricultura l nightmare .
The World Bank is moving in tandem with the IMF to
direct Guyana to meet its debt through the export of
food. A "R edeployment Program , " financed by the
World Bank, has already begun to force thousands of
"unproductive" government bureaucrats out into the
fields to boost the agricultural drive . At the same
time, the governm ent has launched a " backyard
p roduction" campaign to get everyone to grow food on
any available spot of land to replace the food once
imported or now exported .
Services. Ecological holocaust is threatened as the
nation ' s electrical supply promises to completely
collapse if worn-out generating equipment is not
replaced. Periodic power shortages and blackouts of
several days ' length began in April in the capital of
Guyana, which in turn caused severe water shortages
as electrical pumps failed in the midst of a drought.
Hospital equip ment failed, food spoiled, and transport
was paralyzed as electrically-run gas pumps stopped.
An engineering error in the attempt to rapidly return
water service to the population resulted in salt water
flowing through the tap s .
A u g u st 15-21 , 1978

2 . How t h e F u n d i s

d estroyi n g Pe ru
After almost three years o f off-and-on negotiations
and steadily intensifying levels of austerity, Peru
reached a settlem ent with the IMF last month , subj ect
to IMF fina l approval in mid-September.
To receive the IMF ' s prom ised $230 million in
standby credit, to be dispersed over a period of 30
months, the Peruvian government has agreed to :
• cut its budget deficit by one third ;
• increase interest rates by 1 2 percent ;
• further cut credit to the private s ector ;
• " gradually" devalue the Peruvian currency, the sol,
by 80 percent by year ' s end ;
• and limit government employee wage increases to
$ 1 0 to $ 1 5 per month, far short of the current 1 00
percent annual rate of inflation.
This latest austerity package is a death warrant for
the Peruvian population .
Living Standards. In the last few months, as the
IMF has forced Peru to implement more and more
genoc idal policies, living standards have been cut in
half again. The state marketing board reported that
IMF -imposed austerity measures had resulted in a 57
percent drop in food imports in the first quarter from
the depressed levels of the same period in 1 9 7 7 . Wheat
imports were cut by 40 percent ; m eat imports by 80
p ercent ; milk imports by 98 perc ent ; and chicken-feed
i mports entirely. When local p roduction is taken into
account (only about 1 percent of Peru' s territory is
considered arable) , the import cuts translate to
reductions of about one-third in overall bread , meat,
and milk consumption, and the virtual elim ination o f
animal protein from the diet of the poorer half of the
population .
The biggest fall in consumption occurred in the mid
May " Mother ' s Day Massacre, " when the bankrupted
governm ent yielded to IMF demands to elim inate
subsidies on basic food and fuel products that provided
a slight cushion against the effects of inflation for the
poorest . General price levels shot up by 60 percent
overnight following price increases of up to 1 30
percent on edible oils , wheat flour, and milk. Wage
increases above 10 to 15 percent were outlawed .
It surprised no one that the population responded to
these measures first with shock, then with food riots ,
then with a discip lined national general strike that
was harshly suppressed, leaving 28 dead and hundreds
j ailed. As President Morales Bermudez warned
President Carter, the stage has been set for an
unending cycle of austerity, resistanc e , and
repression.
Health.' The impact of what the IMF has done to
Peru with full cooperation from the U . S . Treasury
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Department and Henry Kissinger ' s networks in the
State Departm ent , may eventually be felt in the U . S .
itself i n the form o f pandem i c s n o w germ inating i n the
ravaged population . Peruvian h e a lth officials
reported two months ago that 55 people had recently
died from yellow fever in the Peruvian interior. An
expert at the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta
reports that the disease is endemic in the monkey
population of the j ungle, but that such widespread
incidence probably reflected the fact that yellow fever
is becom ing epidemic among the human population .
Malaria , which ravaged Peru ' s coast before it was
virtually eradicated 20 years ago , has m ade a virulent
come-back in the valleys surrounding Lima and even
in the capital itself, according to the Peruvian press .
In F ebruary, the weekly Caretas reported that budget
cuts had elim inated the antim a larial tea m s that had
prevented disease expansion from latent foc i . Bubonic
plague is also latent in Peru and will spread if not
controlled .
A quantitative index of the destruction of the
physical resistance levels of the Peruvian population
brought on by three years of austerity is that babies
born last year in one Lima slum distri.ct weighed 25
percent less than those born in 1 9 7 3 . This evidence of
g e n e r a l i zed m a l nutrition c o r r e l a t e s w i th an
Organization of American States study which found
r

I MF : U se C h ile ' s m et h od s
"We see no need at this point for a loan to Peru
fro 1Jl the Exchange Stabilization Fund . "
Frank Maresca, U . S . Treasury Dept. ,
Developing Nations D i vi s ion to Journal of
Comm erce, Dec. 2 1 , 1 9 7 7
" What is happening t o Peru i s all their o w n fault.
They will have to suffer the consequences of a
default . . . . Let other countries see they can't get
away with such things . "
Frank Maresca, i n a pri vate conversation
March , 1 9 7 8
" After the 1 9 73 coup in C h i l e G eneral Pinochet
cut the gross national product b y 16 p ercent and had
to spill a great deal of blood to do s o . He still didn't .
satisfy the (International Monetary) F und . So what
chance have we got of getting another austerity
programme to stick without the use of the m ethod s
he used? "
A Peruvian Central R e s erve Bank offic ial
quoted in the Financial Tim es, June 29, 1 9 78
" In the end I think either the Fund will have to go
or the Constituent Assembly, and the return to
democracy will have to be canceled . I don't think
the Fund will go . . . "
A Lima banker
quoted in the Financial Tim es, June 29, 1 978
.

that real wages in early 1977 were almost 50 percent
below those of 1 9 7 3 .
Recent studies cited by the weekly Marka magazine
found that 18 percent of the urban families in Peru and 40 percent of rural families - consume less than
1 , 900 calories per capita, far below the recommended
2 , 500 calories m inimum ; malnutrition levels in the
population-dense capital of Lima are estimated at 22
percent, and 81 percent in the j ungle backlands. Many
Lima families have simply eliminated evening meals .
A social worker quoted in the Los Angeles Times of
July 6 estimates that the bulk of the country' s 16
m illion peop le are moving "from malnutrition to the
brink of starvation . "
Industry. Peru has ceased to be an attractive
market for U . S . exporters , as the U . S . Commerce
D epartm ent will confirm. Over the past year, the
Peruvian government has followed IMF orders to
triage internal credits and foreign exchange
allocations to Peruvian industry in order to free
resources to pay off the country' s $8 billion foreign
debt. Industry in May had only one-fourth of the
foreign exchange needed for minimal operations , and
widespread bankruptcies were reported . Industrial
production, which fell by 6 percent in 1 9 7 7 , fell by an
additional 1 4 percent by March of this year. By May,
industry was receiving only $ 1 5 million per month for
importing vital inputs - a tenth of what the Central
Reserve Bank had proj ected as necessary for normal
industrial growth and production . The IMF ' s
" stabilization progra m " is bringing production to a
standstill.

How did It happen?
The progressive nationalist Peruvian Revolution of
G eneral Juan Velasco Alvarado ( 1 968-1975) carried
out agrarian, labor, educational, and banking reform s
which gave millions o f Peruvians their first access to
the opportunities of modern society. Real wages
increased by 33 percent between 1 969 and 1 9 7 3 ,
according t o the Organization of American States
study. The ambitious development proj ects begun
during this period were financed by an increase in
national savings rates at the expense of a displaced
feudal oligarchy and by record foreign
lending (encouraged b y the World Bank) .
But starting in 1 9 7 6 , London financial circles and the
IMF became hysterical at the increasingly nationalist
posture of the Peruvian military - particularly its
leadership of the Third World movem ent for debt
moratoria and development - and decided to use
economic muscle to wipe out the progressive
tendencies in the regim e . A series of crises
orchestrated by Luigi Einaudi, a Mont Pellerin society
member brought by Kissinger from the Rand
Corporation to the U . S . State Department, undercut
the nationalist military forces and brought the first
austerity measures in June 1976, "policed" by a
consortium of New York bank c reditors . The price
,
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increases provoked bloody riots , which were the
pretext for imposition of martial law under a State of
Emergency for 1 3 months. The independent press,
including Nue va Solidarita and NSIPS , was banned
and dozens of political and labor leaders imprisoned
or forced into exile abroad . Wages were frozen and
strikes forbidden.
Peru negotiated with the IMF the conditions for a
standby credit all through 1 9 7 7 , and on Sept. 20 was
finally forced, through constant economic warfare , to
accept an agreement with the IMF which could not be
imposed on the population without making a mockery
of the return to civilian rule pro mised by President
Francisco Morales Bermudez . The government's
attempt to sidestep the most severe of the IMF
demands was met by stepped-up economic warfare,
culm inating in a total credit cut-off by May 1 978 and
the "Mother ' s Day Massacre " austerity decrees.
Given the genocidal austerity being imposed, the
" democratization" process now underway in Peru
stands out as a cruel j oke, a political attempt to
" s weeten the bitter medicine" of austerity with a
liberal, democratic coating. The July elections for a
constitutional assembly were arranged by the Interior
Minister to ensure the victory of the pseudo-leftist
populist Second International APRA party and the
oligarchic Popular Christian Party, which openly
espouses Chilean economic " shock therapy" for Peru.

3 . Once t h e IMF i s
i n co ntro l : g e n oc i de
Zambia
Although Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda has
consistently and effectively countered pressure from
Great Britain over his policies toward Rhodesia, his
government has equally consistently acquiesced to the
demands of the International Monetary Fund .
Since the collapse of the world price of copper in 1974
the IMF has settled like a vulture on the formerly
healthy Zambian economy.
The IMF ' s program for Zambia developed over a
seven-m onth period s i n c e N o v e m b e r 1 9 7 7 ,
culminating in a June meeting of Zambia ' s 20-odd
creditor nations sponsored by the World Bank . The
meeting produced an $800 million aid package ,
including $393 million from the I M F , contingent on
Zambia ' s continuing its current policy of draconian
austerity.
Labor and Food Policy. Following a November
1 9 7 7 visit to Zambia by an IMF delegation, F inance
Minister John Mwanakatwe elaborated a program for
Z a m b i a r e c o m m e n d i n g c u t s in G ov e r n m ent
expenditure, including capital expenditure and social
services ; large scale layoffs both of government
employees and copper m ine workers ; and laborAug ust 1 5-21 . 1 978

intensive rural develop ment inc luding compulsory
relocation of urban dwellers .
This year's budget, announced in January , includes
these recomm endations and a slashing of governm ent
food subsidies, which resulted in a 2 1 . 6 percent rise in
the price of maize, the main staple for most of the
population, according to the London Financial Tim es.
Political Measures. " International willingness to
help Zambia , " gloats the Financial Tim es June 9 ,
" h a s in part been due t o the efforts of the Zambians
them selves , " including willingness to institute "harsh
measures . " "Although it appears confident of staying
within the IMF guidelines until the end of June , the
next quarter may pose problem s . It is at this time that
the Government will need rigidly to enforce its
austerity program in the face of demands from
ministries starting to feel the pinch . "
The IMF is also reported to have demanded de facto
recognition of Rhodes ian Prime Minister Ian Smith' s
i llegal " internal settlem ent . " The March 2 2 Financial
Tim es reported that the IMF m a y have " demanded
Zambia resume use of the Rhodesian transportation
system as a precondition for loan assistance. "

Bang ladesh
In Bangladesh between 30 and 50 million people out
of a population of 83 million starve every day of the
year.
The World Bank has become increas ingly involved
in Bangladesh since 1 96 3 . A c c ording to the
International Labor Organization, in this period the
proportion of the population below the "absolute
poverty line" - less than 1 , 935 calories a day - rose
from 40 . 2 to 7 8 . 5 percent. In the s a m e period the popu
lation below the ' extreme poverty line' - less than
1 , 720 calories a day - rose from 5 . 2 to 42 . 1 percent . A
rickshaw driver burns 4,000 calories in a day' s work .
Debt Service. The country' s debt service has
risen drastically. In 1 9 7 5 , debt service was 22 percent
of the nation's export earnings ; in 1 9 85 it will be more
than 30 percent.
Food Policy. Bangladesh is dying. However the
World Bank ' s 1 978 report Bangladesh : Food Policy
Re vie w proposes a drastic reduction of the urban food
ration and a "free market " in rice, in the name of the
abstract principal of " self-sufficiency " and ostensible
aid to the poorest farmers . The Bank recommends a 33
percent cut in the ration available to an urban family
at subsidized prices and the removal from the ration
lists altogether of everyone above a low cut-off point,
the ration subsidy for the latter to be compensated by
salary increases. Commented the Far Eastern
Economic Review (May 1 9 , 1 9 7 8 ) : " In the absence of
strong and comprehensive reform s , at which the
World Bank report never even hints , reduction of
rations would only starve the urban masses without
alleviating the burden of the countryside' s hungry
m illions . "
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The African Sahel
The countries of the sub-S aharan region of the
drought-stricken S ahel are labeled R e latively Lesser
Developed Countries . They are in the Fourth World .
The fragile nationa l economies of most of these
countries were destroyed by the 1 973-74 Sahel drought.
itself a product of World Bank-International Monetary
Fund bleeding of the econo m y . In 1 974. the GNP of the
afflicted countries fell 50 percent.
These nations now subsist only on the basis of relief
from the World Bank. the United Nations. the Agency
for International Development .
Food Policy. For the 27 million of the people of the
Sahel region. the average protein diet is 25 percent
below the minimum standards set by the United
Nations Food and Agricultural Organization . East
Africa is now under seige by swarms of locusts that
consume 8 . 000 to 34. 000 tons of food each day.
In addition . it is estimated that if minimal food relief
is not inj ected into the region by the end of the
sum mer. 7 to 10 mi llion peop le will die of starvation.
Nevertheless . the current Humphrey F ood Bill now
before Congress proposes to cut off PL 480. the main
provision for U . S . food relief.

Chile
Chile could be considered a m o d e l country - i n
t e r m s of paying i t s debt to the International Monetary
Fund and other. sim ilar agen c ie s . S ince the 1 9 7 3
removal o f the government of S alvador Allende .
Chile ' s debt service has risen from $93 million to $571
m illion.
Labor Policy. Unemployment in the capital city.
S antiago . is now estimated at more than 20 percent .
compared to 3 percent during the Allende regime.
S ince 1 973 wages have been cut in half. or even more .
In 1 9 7 7 . 55 percent of the child population was found to
be suffering from malnutrition . Unemployed are put
to work in public works program s that pay $25 a
month . in foodstuffs . not cash.

" (Nazi F inance Minister) Dr. S chacht cannot
be held responsible for the crimes of the Nazis.
Hitlers arise from monetary instability. and
Schacht was a genius at preventing monetary
instability. Had his policies succeeded. Hitler
would not have come to power . . . . In Chile we
have seen a remarkable, a great turnaround
from the days of the previous (Allende) regi me . "
Milton Friedman,
economist who authored the IMF
austerity program for Chile
July 24. 1 9 78
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Industry. The state sector has been severely cut
back. with employment cut from 1 8 . 3 percent in 1972 to
about 1 3 perc ent now . This was achieved through
mass firings. cutting wage levels of the remaining
workers by 20 percent. raising prices on state sector
services and products. and selling off 400 government
owned companies to speculators for a small
percentage of their true value .
Other industries have been j ust as hard-hit. by the
com bined effects of collapsed living standards and the
dec imation of the state sector. The auto industry. for
example. has dropped its production level by over 50
percent. from 2 6 . 6 1 3 units in 1 972 to 1 3 . 200 today. A new
lowering of tariff barriers . to occur in June 1 9 79 . will
have an even more devastating effect on industry. and
is expected to cost another 40. 000 j o b s .

4 . Wo r l d co n dem n at i o n

o f t h e iMF
" There is som ething which upholds all human rights .
without which they can't even be understood : the right
to what we ' ve called the dignified levels of
consumption of the human being. the need he has for
guaranteed levels of food. health. education, leisure.
and the right to joy. "
Mexican President Jose Lopez Portillo
Jan. 1 8 . 1 9 78
" The deflationary recipes of the International
Monetary Fund inevitably result in a cycle of social
agitation and repression. which obliges governments
to violate in an ever-increasing degree the rights of
man. "
Peruvian President Francisco Morales Bermudez
September 1977
" What concerns me is the role of the IMF as a police
state. This can be detrim ental in the long run . If the
IMF acts as a powerful surveillance agenc y. it can
take the initiative for development out of the
international market . We need longer-term financing
to a c c o m odate th e s e countri e s ' developm ent
progra m s . "
The international econom ist
at a leading U . S . commercial bank
June 5 . 1 978
" I nternational financial organizations are fom enting
social disturbances through their loan conditions . This
is a new and more subtle form of violation of human
rights of develop ing nations . "
Peruvian Foreign Minister Jose D e La Puente
July 25, 1 9 78
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" F oreign interference is carried out by means of state
power through other national and international
political and economic and financial organizations
and institutions of an official or private nature . . . .
Human rights cannot be separated from the national.
economic, and social context and in fact are an
integral part of the struggle to change and
democratize international relation s as a whole . . . "
Com m unique o f the Belgrade sum mit
of the Non-Aligned Movement
Aug . 1 , 1 9 7 8
" Countries a n d institutions allocating credits usually
force the economies of underdeveloped countries to
stagnation in the name of ' stability' ( leading to)
upheavals (that) could increas e the tendencies to
establish autocratic regim es . "
Turkish Pri m e Minister Biilent E cevit
Aug. 7, 1 97 8

" Only undim inished access t o international credit
gives a state the possibility of m a intaining national
sovereignty over social and economic policies . Any
debt settlement - such as those that need to be
conducted with the Third World - must accept this
principle. ' ,
Chairman E m eritus for Deutsche Bank,
Hermann Abs
May 1978
" The International Monetary F und and other credit
organizations - traditional instrum ents of U . S . policy
- impose onerous condition s , weaken the popular
foundations of governments not to their liking , and
u n d e r m i n e t h e i r p o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y . S u ch
circumstances are favorable to pressures and
sub m i s s ions which lead to temporary victories by the
reactionary forces in some nations of the world . "
Cuban President Fidel Castro
July 25, 1978

W h a t Th e EMF Ca n Do
And h ow it will get rid o f th e IM F for good
The developing nations now have a new, institu
tional alternative to the International Monetary Fund,
the World Bank, and the other agencies of the same
genocidal policies that the new monetary system is
designed to conquer.
The first giant step in this financial transformation
is the European Monetary S ystem p roposed by West
Germany and France and approved at Bremen, West
Germany by the nine heads of state of the European
Community on July 7, over the strenuous opposition of
Great Britain.
As the European Monetary S ystem (EMS) takes
effect by stages starting thi s S eptember, it will,
through its European Monetary F und ( E M F ) replace
the IMF and serve as a headquarters for absorbing
presently unwanted and m isused A merican dollars .
The Fund takes its dollar holdings and uses them to
make long-term , low-interest loans to industrial
development and energy p roj ects around the world.
The proj ect managers then import capital goods and
infrastructural equipm ent, paying their borrowed
dollars to advanced-sector producers , above all in the
U . S .-and achieving an unparalleled expansion of all
economies involved .
The Arab Monetary Fund, with p lans to greatly
increase its $700 m illion reserve s , intends to link up
with the EMS ' s Fund as early as S eptember 1 9 7 8 . The
highly development-oriented Bank of Islam . in which
41 Islamic nations participate. i s considering parallel
measures ; and the African D e velopment Bank.
having gained Japanese involvem ent, has requested
A u g ust 15-21 . 1978

West German participation to reach a 70 percent
increase in capitalization . Mideast gold purchases
have soared since Bremen.
The Grand Design

Thus the EMS i s . and is designed to be. what one
senior West German official j ust after Bremen called
"the seed-crystal of a new m onetary system . " That
system would fully incorporate the United States. the
socialist sector, and Japan. It is known as "the
International Developm ent Bank plan , " after the 1 9 7577 proposals by U . S . Labor Party chairman Lyndon
LaRouche . The European press also refers to it as the
" G rand Design, " after the G rand Design of Sully, the
1 6 th-century economic counselor of Henri IV of
France, who fought to develop world industry and
technology from the top down against his feudal
opponents.
The Grand Design ' s first open achievement was the
25-year Soviet-West G erman econom i c accord signed
by Schmidt and Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev on
May 6 in Bonn . Utterly obscured in the U . S . press , the
treaty is no mere trade accord but a sweeping
commitment to joint investment. research, and
development, including j oint ventures in less
developed third countries.
The S chmidt-Brezhnev treaty and these energy
offensives would have been paper postures without a
plan to create the financial m echani s m s needed to
implement them ; to wipe out the IMF ; and to draw the
U . S . into the Grand Design credit syste m .
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These purposes are embodied in the EMS
provisions :
( 1 ) Offense against the IMF and associated dollar
saboteurs. This is the heart of the syste m . Twenty
percent or more of each member's dollar and gold
reserves is pooled into the second part of the Fund ; it
serves as collateral for recycling huge portions of
E urodollars and accumulated form s of short-term
speculative dollar holdings into productive use.
The very idea of pooled dollar and gold reserves was
i m m ediately attacked by the I M F ' s spokesmen as a
blow against the IMF ' s capital resources, whose
potential size will be correspondingly cut. In actuality,
the IMF pressed for a " m ini-IM F " with its own
reserves - preferably using a E uropean m ini-Special
Drawing Right reserve along with its other police
powers , to isolate and destroy E urope .
The E M S is the opposite . Both advocates and
detractors of the EMS freely acknowledge that the
formidable gold component of the new Fund ' s reserve
pool - some $25 billion worth at market prices means a de facto initial remonetization of gold - the
negation of the Special Drawing R i ghts plan.
The central reason the European Monetary System
will actively kill the IMF is credit policy itself. The
EMF and associated funds , in preparation for an
international-development world c entral bank, plan to
use their reserves as the equivalent of a bank ' s share
holders ' capital, which can generate a multiple of
gold-backed loan capability for world trade and
investment. In such a universe, what becomes of the
IMF ' s offer of a dribble of credit in exchange for a
torrent of blood ?
(2) Defense against currency chaos and speculative
black operations against the dollar. The IMF ' s
controllers have traditionally fomented currency
chao s , then used it to j ustify austerity or hyper
inflationary policies for the victim , now for the U . S .
itself. The European Monetary S ystem mounts a n
interim defense through internal E uropean stabiliza
tion ( a 4 percent band of fluctuation for all members ) .
As S chmidt and Giscard have repeatedly said, the
band is not a technicality ; it is one expression of real
economic growth targets to reduce the inflation now
suffered especially by weaker m e mbers that opens
them to attack. "Anyone who wants to speculate
against the dollar will have to reckon with the
European Monetary System , " stated Helmut S chmidt
to the international press at the c lose of the Bremen
summit.

(3) Promotion of international development pol
icy. The EMS furthermore has an inherent self
expanding nature . The July 7 Bremen official
communique states that "Non m e mber countries with
especially strong economic and financial ties to the
Community can become associate m embers of the
system . " This is no mere invitation to an Austria or
Switzerland : it points to the U . S . and Japan, as well as
the OPEC nations and the Soviet sector. The EMS is
perfectly suited to clear the Comecon ' s repeatedly
24
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offered transferable ruble, a gold-backed unit of
account which initially could be used , say, by
Czechoslovakia to buy oil from Iran, which would then
exchange T-rubles for Italian capital equipment,
giving Italy in turn a fresh credit to obtain Soviet raw
materials.
The most essential dimension of the EMS ' s self
expanding operation is the very principles of global
industrial development and nuclear-energy financing.
West Germany's Chancellor S chm idt declared, during
his May talks with Soviet President Brezhnev : "I am
particularly thinking of j oint efforts (on economic
proj ects) with the aim of not allowing any further
widening of the gap between the developed industrial
countries and the developing countries, between the
rich and the poor ; on the contrary, we must overcome
the gap . " S ince the Bremen and Bonn summits, the
leaders of the Grand Design thrust have emphasized
again and again the central role of high-technology
Third World development in their strategy.
In the Wake of Bremen

" It is necessary to move strongly and quickly before
autumn, to present concrete conclusions backed up by
numbers, because international opinion is waiting
with gravity and hope for the results of our work . "
This w a s Giscard d'Estaing ' s statement after the
Bonn summit meeting of the leading E uropean heads
of state with those of the U . S . , Japan, and Canada . The
summit had presented the EMS p lan to President
Carter, who not only declined to obstruct it but
consented to an unprecedented emphasis on nuclear
energy development in the conference ' s otherwise
unmemorable communique .
Japan needed no initiation into the plan. Japanese
spokesmen, with their superior understanding of the
state ' s role in actively promoting science and
industry, have been leading proponents of an
international development bank for several years.
The Mitsubishi Research Institute this June had
p roposed a developed-sector fund to deploy a total of
$500 billion by the year 2000 into technological proj ects
on the scale of "greening" the world' s deserts ,
building a Nicaraguan canal, and c limatizing S iberia
by widening the Bering Straits .
Helmut Schmidt himself made m aterial gains for
the G rand Design on his late-June trip to Nigeria (a
nuclear cooperation agreement) and Zambia (a
p ledge of West German aid against IMF demands ) as
well as progress in bringing into deeper EMS
coordination not only the S audi Arabians but Iran,
which has announced not only a $600 billion 10-year
national industrialization p lan heavily based on
nuclear energy but will invest further in Western
industrial sectors geared to industrializing the Third
World . This exemplifies the potential for the new
F und ' s " fit" between previously idle advanced-sector
capacity, previously idle petrodollar holdings, and
life-or-death underdeveloped countries' need for
technology.
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F i re Bri ga de Approa c h
Ca n / t Sa ve Ca rte r Pres i d e n cy
Sources in a position to know the thinking of
President Carter and his top diplomatic and political
advisor!: report that Jimmy Carter and Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance were " very positive " toward the
new E uropean Monetary System when West German

TH E A D M I N I STRATION
Chancellor Schm idt and French President Giscard
briefed them on it at the Bonn economic summit in
July.
But Carter and Vance apparently do not yet
understand how important the Schmidt-Giscard
" G ra n d D e s i g n " p o l i c y is p o l i t i c a l l y a n d
economically, and aren 't campaigning for it . A s a
result the Carter team has spent the month since Bonn
on " fire brigade duty" trying to cool down an
unending series of " separate" political and diplomatic
crises manipulated by feudally inc lined London
merchant bankers and their allies, who are
determined to block the Grand Design if it takes world
depression and war to do it. Destruction of the Carter
presidency is their immediate operational goa l .
That the U . S . is not yet on record in support of the
European Monetary S ystem ( E M S ) is the work of
Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal and his
no-growth henchmen, Anthony Solomon, Henry Owen,
C. Fred Bergsten and R ichard Cooper, all top-ranking
economic officials at Treasury, State, and the White
House .
" The Germans and the French were pushing the
USA very hard on the European Monetary Fund as a
way to r e c y c l e p etrod o l l a r s i nto e c o n o m i c
development , " a highly placed source said last week.
" It was the ' economic boys ' who stuck on the note of
caution to the U . S . position on the E MS . "
S ince then, most recently at the Aug . 3 conference of
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) ,
Blumenthal has refused to make any commitment to
stabilizing the dollar, h a s i n s i s ted that the
International Monetary Fund should be the arbiter of
the economic fate of nation s . and has portrayed the
U . S . as " uncommitted " to support of the EMS . (The
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ASEAN sum m it story appears in our THIRD WORLD
section. )
An Organized Torrent

The Administration h a s s u b s equently been
subj ected to a torrent of Zionist Lobby, Cold War
attacks on its foreign policy. These culminated last
week in the announcement, under the auspices of the
American Security Council, that a 1 50-member group
in the U . S . Congress was seeking a policy of " U . S .
supremacy" i n
nuclear weapons , tantamount to
endorsing a U . S . " first strike" m ilitary posture
against the Soviet Union . The impact of the attacks
was seen in Carter' s ill-advised decision to convene a
Begin-Sadat summit at Camp David.
On the domestic front, Carter' s top legislative
priorities, the energy and tax cut bills, are in deep
trouble, and the pileup of budgetary authorization and
appropriations bills is so great that House Speaker Tip
O 'Neill and others are talking about a post-election
day " special session" of the Congress in November.
London Press Cooks Drug Scandal

M e a n w h i l e , London- d i r e c t e d " l i b e ra l " and
" c onservative" circles, com m itted to using " free
enterprise" as their code word for destruction of any
government-led U . S . industrial expansion under the
G rand Design, have been promoting a new wave of
scandals in a drive to complete " Cartergate . "
Leading the pack i s Robert Mos s , London ' s chief
" free enterprise" propagandist to U . S . business and
conservative political circ les . ( For details, see
COUNTE R INTE LLIGENCE . ) Moss is taking what
some observers say is an effort by Carter to rid his
Administration of the most outspoken proponents of
subsistence labor and other economy-wrecking
schemes, and trying to turn it into a no-win - and
potentially, terrorist-wracked - " right versus left"
s ituation.
These sources c ite the forced resignation of Midge
Costanza , former White House liaison to the "gay
community" and the muzzling thi s week of Housing
and Urban Development S ecretary Patricia Harris
and Barry Bosworth of the Council on Wage and Price
Stability as examples of this crackdown .
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Now, by alleging that the Administration is riddled
with " radicals , " Moss is trying to put Carter into an
impossible bind . If he cracks down on these networks
the left-liberal wing of the D e mocratic Party will
openly break with Carter and rally behind Ted
Kennedy for the 1 980 Democratic presidential nod . If
he refrains, then Moss will have his networks in the
U . S . go on a ra mpage accusing the A d m inistration of
harboring "Marxists and com m unists . "
"Sugargate " Threats

In a sim ilar vein, gossip-econom ist E liot Janeway
told a reporter Aug. 8 that Carter has been wanting to
dump Treasury Secretary Blumenthal for a long time,
but doesn't dare carry thi s through " because
Blum enthal has plenty of black m a i l m aterial on drug
use in the White House . " Com m enting on a report in
the Aug. 7 Washington Star that Carter ' s c lose advisor
Charles Kirbo is urging the President to j ettison
Blumenthal, Transportation S ecretary Brock Adams
and Agriculture Secretary Bergland from the Cabinet,
Janeway warned : " If Carter tries that, he ' l l have a
Sugargate on his hands. It will come out everywhere
that Kirbo, as Coca-Cola ' s chief lobbyist, has been
writing the Administration ' s sugar policy for Coke ' s
benefit. That'll b e some scandal . "
Janeway ended his threats with a p lug for Ted
Kennedy for president : " H e ' s the Democrats ' best
hope. Carter is all washed up . "

The " drug scandal" threat i s also being retailed in
the U . S . by individuals tied to the Lazard Freres
investment banking firm , which in turn has been
working closely with the Zionist Lobby around the
week ' s Mideast events. "All of the drug stories will
come out soon , " one of them announced in an
interview this week . "The press has all been briefed
by Midge (Costanza) . They 've j ust been holding back
until
she's
safely out
of
the
White
H o u s e . . . E v e r y th i n g ' s g o i n g t o c o m e out
soon . . . The Carter Adm inistration will crumble . "
Kennedy Boomlet

Kennedy him self has adopted a high profile over the
past week, inc luding an appearance on nationwide
television Sunday and a speech to the American Bar
Assoc iation convention Monday in which he endorsed
" free enterprise" and attacked " bigness in all its
form s . " Today, Speaker of the House Tip O'Neill, a
close Kennedy crony, took a shot at Carter by
announcing that several of the President's top
legislative priorities probably would not be considered
during the remaining days of the 9 6th Congress.
Completing the Kennedy " boom let, " the London
Tim es last week asserted that Carter ' s reputation had
been all but destroyed among the rank and file of
Democratic Party officeholders and party offic ials ,
and touted Kennedy as its own first choice to succeed
him in the Presidency.

ABA Convention : ' Rule Britannia'
A report from th is week 's lawyers' meetin g in N YC
Exclusive to the
Executive Intelligence Revie w

The American Bar Association Convention , held in
New York City last week, provided the occasion for
Ted Kennedy and his political a s s oc iates, in collabora
tion with 1 , 500 British solic itors and barristers invited
for the event, to indoctrinate 3 5 , 000 A merican lawyer s .

T H E LAW

With major speakers like S enator Kennedy, John J .
McCloy, Security a n d Exchange Comm i s sion Chair
man Harold Willia m s , and Ralph Nader attacking the
legal profession and American industry with no holds
b a r re d , p o l i t e , c o n s e r v a t i v e p ro d e v e l o p m ent
attorneys were left gaping.
In the indoctrination process , the British and their
U . S . allies revealed in full their above-ground political
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strategy to destroy the recent Bonn and Bremen
economic accords before they are implemented (and
before the British pound collapses ) .
The conference opened with a press conference
given by NATO Com mander Alexander Haig . Haig,
who spoke while Henry Kissinger and Helmut
S onnenfeldt lurked behind h i m , stre s s e d the
" relentless growth of Soviet power" and the necessity
to " p lay the China card" to contain Soviet influence in
the Third World . He also lyingly, expressed "cautious
optimism " that the other European nations j oined him
in this policy assessment.
Under the banner of " free enterprise, " the Kennedy
operatives made it clear that they hope to entrap
c o n s ervative s , who s e vulnera b i lity h a s been
demonstrated by their affection for California ' s tax
cutting Proposition 1 3 , into support for their zero
growth looting policies by inveighing against the evils
of big government and regulation.
Kennedy: A Cry Again s t Bigness

S enator

Kennedy's
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speech

keynoted

the

ABA
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m eeting . After the band played " R ule Britannia , "
Kennedy launched into a tirade : " This country is
over-Ia wyered and over-regulated . . . Proposition 13 is a
cry against bigness in all its form s . If the Jarvis
Am endment had attacked big business instead of big
governm ent, it would have received j ust as much
support from the population . . . The free enterprise
system has repeatedly proven itself m ore efficient
than any other. However, it m ust now be made free
from the dom ination of big busine s s . We can restore
the vitality of the free enterprise s ystem by reducing
and streamlining government. But we cannot do away
with big government without doing away with big
business . . . The present anti-trust laws are inadequate .
We must have legis lation forbidding mergers above a
certain size. We m ust devise incentives that reward
voluntary di vestiture . "
Kennedy' s policies date back to the theories and
methods of Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis the chief exponent of British colonial policies for the
United States at the beginning of this century.
The implications of the Kennedy speech were
thoughtfully explained for h i m b y John J. McCloy.
McCloy, a partner in the Wall Street firm of Milbank,
Hadley, Tweed and McCloy, is the chairman of the
A B A ' s Commission on Law and the Economy. The
com mission has produced a report designed to create
a regulatory structure suitable to i mplem enting the
kind of national zero-growth economic planning
originally envisioned in the fascist Initiatives
Committee on Economic Planning ( lCNE P ) proposals
unveiled in 1 974. The heavy involvement of Kennedy
circles and the United Auto Workers in both efforts is
well known.
McCloy and other discussants of the com mission
report continued to retail the lin e , contending that
regulation of business has been the problem with free
enterprise. McCloy demanded that the U . S . establish
tax incentives and other voluntary m ethods of
compliance with governm ent regulations. He called
for deregulating " competitive" industries such as
airlines and trucking , and urged more political
intervention to ensure a " responsive" process . The
com m i ssion proposes to rely heavily on structural
anti-trust enforcement, and forced disclosure and
reporting, to intimidate corporations i nto compliance
with zero-growth national p lanning obj ecti ves .
For those who were not yet convinced of the dangers
of opposing the reestablish ment of British hegemony
over the American economy, S E C Chairman Harold
William s provided a glimpse at the heavy-handed
enforcement program these Kennedy circles envision.
Williams insisted that corporate attorneys must
become responsible for " blowing the whistle" on their
corporate clients. Implicitly threatening attorneys
with personal, criminal liability for the actions of their
clients , Williams insisted that, rather than represent
the interests of their clients and advise them on
compliance with the law, attorneys must instead
become responsible to the public and
carry out
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Watergating campaigns against their own cl ients .
" Lawyers are the architects of accountabi lity in our
corporate structure , " the S E C chairman said. As well,
Willia ms laid out the Kennedy group ' s plans to
destroy Am erican corporation s . In remarks strikingly
s i m ilar to those of Ralph Nader, Willia ms insisted
that no company should have a board of directors with
more than one insider. Neither should anyone doing
business with the company be on the board of
directors. The boards of corporations should be
composed entirely of " independents " who would
insure " acountability . "

T h e A m e ri c a n Fac t i o n
S t e p s Fo rwa rd
Not one scheduled speaker at the ABA convention
m entioned the Bonn and Bremen economic sum
m its , or discussed the implications of the policies
determined there for the American system of law
and governm ent. But U . S . Labor Party resolutions ,
presented before the General Assem bly of the ABA,
became a major topic of discussion for hundreds of
attorneys trying to make sense of the zero-growth ,
anti-industry proposals which were being presented
to the m .
Four resolutions were drafted b y the U . S . Labor
Party legal staff for Max Dean, E sq . of Flint,
Michigan, who subm itted the m to the ABA Assem
bly.
The first two resolutions referred to the history
of founding of the U . S . as an industrial humanist
republic and to recent calls by its E uropean allies to
j oin them in realizing the goals of such a republic .
Specifically, the resolutions call on the ABA to urge
the government to ( 1 ) accept E uropean offers for
j oint development of nuclear power, and (2)
massively expand the lending ceiling of the Export
Import Bank to supply the credit for increased
world trade in advanced technology.
The third resolution charged that Proposition 1 3style amendm ents are dangerous to the nation's
ability to generate sufficient credit for economic
growth . It called on the delegates to support a
" taxation system which would penalize speculative
acti vity and actively encourage productive invest
m ent and the rapid growth of a skilled labor force. "
The fourth resolution called for replacing regu
latory provisions which encourage divestiture and
decentralization with " regulatory policies which
place a premium on capital-intensive high-tech
nology economic develop m ent. . . . . .
The Assembly referred to the resolution on
expanding international trade to the International
Law Com m ittee, the resolution on reforming anti
trust law to the Anti-Trust Com mittee and the
resolution on taxation policy to the Taxation
Com m ittee, all for further discussion .
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The attack on the American system was elaborated
by other Kennedy mafia speakers as well. including
Ralph Nader. John Shenefield of the Anti-Trust
Division of the Justice Departm ent and a number of
lesser lights who made statements like " We will
s u b s t i t u t e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s a c c e s s for t h e
develop ment o f industrial technology for the Third
World" and " The Third World doesn't want
technology. E ven if they did the Soviet dom inance in
those areas would prevent us from supplying it . "
Notorious environmentalist Ralph Nader addressed
the Law Student Division of the Bar Assoc iation,
cynically urging on the prospective attorneys that
their problems in finding a j ob could be solved through
increased consumer litigation and other " individual
rights" work . Nader elaborated on the political
alliance of conservatives and liberals that these

British agents hope to establish . "The question is
w h e t h e r t h i s c o un t r y is a r e p u b l i c o r a
democracy . . . The passage of Proposition 1 3 has
convinced a lot of conservatives that the referendum
process, and presumably initiative and recall as well.
are very useful democratic weapons . We expect to see
a good deal more of this . "
The Kennedy group has n o confidence. a s yet. that
they have captured the minds of the Bar Assoc iation
m embers . Rather they hope they m erely have them
cornered through Watergat i n g terror. Nader
therefore made the rather incredible a s sertion that he
was absolutely in favor of economic growth . but
" nuclear power is j ust too dangerous for an unstable
situation. "
- Felice G elma n

An d rew Yo u n g : Eco n o m i c Deve l o p m e n t I s A H u m a n R i g h t
In his speech a t the Am erican Bar Associa tion. in
Ne w York A ug. 9, A m bassador Andre w Young de
clared tha t h uman righ ts m ust m ean economic a d
vancem en t through the transfer of high technology
from the West. Young's speech, which received a
standing ova tion, is excerpted h ere.

Human rights is not an idea whose time has j ust
come only recently. It ' s as old a s the Judeo-Christian
tradition of our scriptures and the declaration of faith
in God and the individual which became the basis of
our Declaration of Independen c e . Human rights ,
politics. and economics have always been intertwined
in the struggles of this nation . And somehow . the mor
al imperatives and ideals which give us the standards
of human rights by which we live, have always infused
our politic s with a new dynamic and contributed to the
basis of economic growth in the proces s .
. . . We are fond o f thinking o f the South as the Sun
Belt, area of dynamic. econo m i c p rogress. but we
should not forget that the sun had been there for cen
turies. but the dynamic. econo m ic p rogress came
about as a result of econom i c expansion and the
protection of human rights and freedoms for all
citizens in that region . As long a s Southerners fought
each other and were bogged down in their ideological
and racial differences. it was impossible to achieve
the present level of economic growth . The expansion
of human rights to include voting rights and economic
opportunities for the one half of the nation's black
population that still resides in the 1 1 southern states
created the conditions for econom i c expansion and
growth that transformed the region into one of
progres s and prosperity . rather than poverty and con
flict.
. . . There · s also a realization that the countries that
are beginning to expand their economies and produce
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for their citizens have most often done so in
cooperation with Western nations . rather than in con
flict. and that the dramatic growth stories in the world
today are in places like the Ivory Coast. S ingapore.
Brazil and Nigeria . Dedicated countries like Sri Lanka
and Tanzania are working dramatically on problems
of rural development and meeting basic human needs,
but doing so with such limits of capital and technology
that they face the harsh realization that they cannot
expand further without access to the wealth and
training accum ulated in Western democracies .
This leads me to observe that the death of Pope Paul
brings us to another dramatic j uncture in the life of
the Catholic Church. a church which under his leader
ship and that of his predecessor began to talk about
the progress of the people and mobilized the Roman
Catholic Church. the most powerful religious force in
the world today. to begin an emphasis on questions of
development and human rights i n the nations of the
Third World. The fact that now 40 prelates of the
College of Cardinals are from Third World countries
almost assures us that any newly elected Pope will
have have a strong personal interest in human rights,
freedom . and development all over the w orld .
If the hungry are going t o be fed. then the agri
cultural techniques developed in this nation will have
to be utilized in feeding the m . The tractors and com
bines which we have developed in our agriculture
system will become items of exchange for the natural
resources which are present in great abundance in
many countries of the Third World . And in the process
of m eeting human needs and human demands for the
products we have produced we will also strengthen
our own now sluggish econo m y . stabilize our currency
as exports increase. and begin to internationalize our
economy in ways that are appropriate to this part of
the twentieth century.
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'Gra n d Des i g n '
Cred i t Strategy E m e rg es
Arabs, European s implemen tin g Bremen accords
In both Western Europe and the developing regions
of Africa and the Mideast, government policy-making
bodies issued firm directives last week to bring the
massive "Grand Design" economic development
progra m s prepared by the July Bremen and Bonn
Summit meetings into operation . The French and

BA N K I N G

West G erman governments, a s well as the Arab
Development Bank and the African Developmemt
Bank , all announced specific policy moves, to be
undertaken between now and the end of S eptember, as
measures to guarantee financing for long-term ,
large-scale economic growth .
On Aug . 7, the Arab Development Bank convened a
dramatic meeting in Amman, Jordan, attended by
central bank representatives and diplomats from 41
Islamic na tions , to discuss the role of the Bank of
Islam in financing global develop ment . Under the
guiding influence of Saudi Arabia, the leading nation
behind the moves to unify the Mideast around a
program for peace through economic growth, the
attendees recognized that the Bank of Islam must
become a major credit institution to back up Middle
Eastern development .
Commenting on the meeting, a spokesman for one of
Switzerland ' s top banks volunteered that the proposal
was " the closest thing I ' ve seen to ( U . S . Labor Party
Chairman) LaRouche ' s International Development
Bank . " LaRouche's 1 975 I D B proposal. which called
for replacement of the International Monetary Fund
World Bank by a $200 billion global bank to serve long
term financing needs in the Third World, has served
as the model for the international development push
now underway.
Dollar Support Mo ves

The Amman meeting overlapped the publication on
Aug. 7 in the Christian Science Monitor of an Arab
A u g u st 15-21 , 1978

News Agency announcem ent of S audi Arabia ' s
intention t o fully coordinate i t s monetary policy with
West Germany by the end of August. Under the
headline , " Saudi Assurances G ive Boost to the
Dollar, " the Monitor noted that the decision of both
countries to operate j ointly to support the dollar was
reached at "two recent meetings between Prince
Fahd and West German Chanc ellor S chmidt . "
The Monitor i s the first Western newspaper to pick
up this explosive story, the full details of which
appeared in the last issue of the Executive
Intelligence Review. On Aug . 6, F rench intelligence
sources revealed to this news service that the Saudi' s
intention t o unify the Arab Mor,etary Fund with the
European Monetary Fund established by the
European Econom ic Community at the July 7 Bremen
Summit. Contrary to the City of London-circulated
report that the EMF is a " c urrency stabilization
fund, " the Bremen program was designed to facilitate
combined North-South and East-West trade on an
unprecedented scale. The combined resources of an
E MF-AMF arrangement are estimated at this time to
lie between 250 and 300 billion in central bank-held
surplus dollars .
Following the Amman m eeting , the African
Development Bank based in Nigerian held a
conference on Aug. 8. According to the economics
m agazine of the West G e r m a n F rankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, the African financial institution
issued a call for West German banks to aid it in
increasing its capitalization by 70 p ercent . Japanese
banks are reportedly already involved in the program .
French Toss Out British Policy Myths

It is well understood by the leading forces of the
Grand Design that the Third World develop ment is a
pipe dream if the advanced industrial countries do not
adopt dirigist policies to make c redit available for
production and export of western cap ital goods and
nuclear development progra m s .
Following months o f debate in F rance o n how to
relieve the country ' s stagnation of industrial
investment and confront high levels of corporate
indebtedness , government spokesman Michel Albert,
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head of the. French Planning Com m i s s ion. subm itted a
proposal to the Prime Ministry Aug. 7 calling for an
exports drive to the Third World. combined with
increased investments in science and technology .
Simultaneously. experts for the F inance Ministry are
reported to be preparing a banking reform program
which will permit banks to double their credit
issuance by June 1 979 and quadrup le issuance by 1 980 .
These reforms come on the crest of a full-scale
political battle around the French Industry Ministry.
whose head. Andre Giraud . has been on a months-long
campaign to purge advocates of environmentalism
and zero growth from positions of responsibility. Last
week. Giraud announced a bold industrial strategy
aimed at fulfilling the Bremen accords. based on the
need to boost France ' s nuclear and aerospace tech
nologies to a leading world position .
These reform moves puncture two prevailing myths
which governed French economic policy until the
Bremen summit. and which allowed the Black Guelph
hierarchy overseeing the City of London to exerc ise
considerable indirect control over F rench politics .
The first myth is that France is a nation committed
to the " spirit of free enterpris e . " Prime Minister
Barre. until Bremen the dom inant figure in French
economic planning. had been using the s logan of "free
enterprise" to hold intact devastating government
restrictions on bank credit issuance. driving a large
section of industry into near bankruptcy status.
Pushing Barre ' s influence aside . the Albert reforms
call for creation of a dirigist bank to facilitate private
j oint ventures in the Third World, provide incentives
to corporations going for reinvestment of profits in
modernization of plant . and make available resources
to invest in research and technology.
The second myth is that F rance can only boost its
economy in overt competition with West Germany. In
fact. these recovery reforms have been drawn up in
consultation with West German leaders . and are
aimed at coordinating French economic growth with
the investment and wage incentives announced in
West Germany 's 1 979 budget.
To drive home the point that French industrial
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development constitutes a rej ection of British
econo m i c mythologie s . the French press continues to
run articles denouncing the mi serable state of the
British economy. Earlier this week. attacks on Britain
included a news item in French papers about a "sugar
war" which is presently occurring betweeen the
London and Paris commodities markets .
Meanwhi l e . West G e r m a n leaders proudly
announced this week the successful. initial results of
their efforts to boost East-West trade .
On May 4. Schmidt signed a groundbreaking
" Rapallo" -style treaty with Soviet Party Chief
Brezhnev to lay the groundwork for West German
Soviet collaboration in developing the Third World .
On Aug . 7 . official reports were released on Soviet
West German trade for the first half of 1978. While
overall foreign trade for West Germany rose only 3 . 5
percent i n that period. exports t o Comecon countries
j u mped 1 0 . 2 percent ; imports from the USSR
meanwhile leapt up 24. 1 percent. E xports to the USSR
rose 14 percent.
Emphatically underlining the global development
program proscribed by the May 4 treaty. Chancellor
Schm idt issued a statement this week on West
G ermany ' s comm itm ent to " the future of all of us . "
" The development o f North-South relation s . " he
reported. "is as important as the regulation of
conflicts between East and West . . . Our government
is committed to helping the peoples of the Third World
in their own efforts to build their economies . . . .
"

Schmidt ' s statement was echoed by Otto Wolff. steel
industrialist and renowned promoter of East-West
trade. "Trade must expand everywhere . " Wolff told
an interviewer from the daily Die Welt. He noted that
his own familY has also been involved in the 1 920s
R ap a l lo treaty d e l i b e r a t i o n s , and added a
noteworthy attack on Willy Brandt. the former
Chancellor who attempted to hand West Germany
over to complete City of London domination. "I hold it
as the major historical mistake of Herr Willy Brandt
that ( during his office) there emerged a general
defamation of the entrepreneurial spirit in this
country. "
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Revea l ed : Wh o R u n s Wo r l d F i n a n ce
Open in g up the cen turies- o ld secret o f th e 'in visible h and'
The " invisible hand" that i s popularly supposed to
regulate the world economy has been rendered visible
- thereby uncovering one of the worl d ' s most closely
guarded secrets.
A team of U . S . Labor Party
investigators has revealed that it is the Venerable and

I N TE R N AT I O N A L
FI N A N C E
Sovereign Order of St. John of Jerusalem (Knights of
Malta ) that runs world financ e .
On hearing the results o f the Labor Party
i n v e s t i g a t i o n , a for m e r s e n i o r E i s e n h o w e r
Administration official stated : " These p eople have
run international finance for a thousand years (the
Order was founded in 1 09 9 - ed . ) . We tried to break
them back in the 1 950s , but we couldn ' t . "
As a matter o f public record. inner c ircle members
of the Maltese Order are the chairmen of the boards of
every important British and Canadian bank and life
insurance company, controlling publicly-listed assets
of almost half a trillion dollars - and exercising
centralized conspiratorial c ontrol over this mass of
disposable funds . Also as a matter of public record .
the Order controls a lion ' s share of New York
investment banking . including Lazard ' s . the two
Warburg firms . Lehman Brothers-Kuhn Loeb , Loeb
Rhoades. and Salomon Brothers . But even this huge
leverage is a modest public facade, disguising the real
financial power of the Maltese Order.
Dirty Money

The Order of St. John of Jerusalem controls every
dirty money financial center in the world. the entire
world drug trade, the entire world liquor market going
back to the bootlegging period. and m ost of the world' s
gambling and prostitution . By moving a l l their
tentacles in coordination , their c apability i s
enormous . rivaling that o f t h e c entral bank s . Lazard
Freres limited partner Disque D eane boasted in a
recent interview. "The hundreds of billions of dollars
in the Eurocurrency market are mostly private funds.
The central banks will never bring them under
control. "
At a minimum estimate . the Order has an annual
cash flow of $ 1 00 billion from world heroin
traffic ; Scotch and Canadian whiskey ; gambling in the
Caribbean, Monaco. and the Orient ; gun-running and
m ercenary procurement in Africa and the Mideast ;
and prostitution on several continents .
Besides the proceeds of extrem ely well-organized
crime. the personal fortunes of the noble fam ilies who
participate in the Maltese Order constitute an
additional increment of financial power. Coutt' s and
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Company, the private bank of Britain ' s royal family,
is a case in point. Half of its $ 1 . 5 billion in deposits are
the private funds of the British aristocracy and its
friends. Most of the score of small S wiss private banks
run on aristocratic fam ily fortune s .
The most ins idious feature o f the Order's financial
operation . however , is its political intelligence and
blackmail capability. exerc ised through its political
control over every illegal money c enter in the world,
a s well as the City of London, the world' s biggest
market for international money. L iechtenstein, a tiny
principality between France and S w itzerland, is ruled
by a duke who traces his ancestry back to the Stuarts .
The "country" has 2 5 . 000 inhabitants and 26,000
corporations registered there . whose activities are
secret - to all but the " Black G uelph " controllers .
Tiny Luxembourg. which plays a sim ilar role,
m odified by some West German banking input, is
ruled by a Grand Duke who descends from the bestial
1 3th century warlord Charles the Bold. Hong Kong,
center of the world ' s dope traffic , and way-station
between the British monarchy circles and the opium
growers of the People ' s R epublic of China . is still a
British dominion , ruled de facto by the huge Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank, which enj oyed the official
British government franchise for the world opium
trade until the 1 930s - and still handles a majority of
world opium traffic from the Asian sector.
The center of this drug trafficking network is
Jardine Matheson. a trading complex which operates
from Hong Kong and is owned by the Shanghai and
Hong Kong Banking Corporation . Jardine Matheson
still maintains the opium poppy seed on the cover of its
annual report as a reminder of its most remunerative
source of earnings .
Further, various gambling, gun-running and illicit
funds derived monies are conduited to the aid of
the maj or British banking hous e s . such as Midland
and National Westminsters. This money is laundered
through such groups as the Wildlife Fund and various
Bahama-based investment trust s , and shunted first
into highly secretive unnumbered accounts in
S witzerland , Luxembourg, and Liechtenstein .
This same network provides the British-centered
operations with a blackmail and assassination
capability against the world ' s major pro-growth
governments and corporation s . which capability is
used to enforce its policy
Other so-called tax shelters and havens for illegal
money in the Caribbean, including Dutch-owned
Curac;ao and Netherlands Antilles and British-owned
Cayman Islands and the Baha m a s , are political
intelligence fronts for the British and Dutch
monarchies.
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SEC Preys on Industry

Virtually all major U . S . banks and corporations
have been driven into operations of some sort in these
islands and principalities, in order to avoid the
predatory S ecurities and Exchange Comm ission whose political control traces to the Kennedy family.
The British-allied and -intermarried Kennedy group
has run the SEC since Joseph Kennedy became its
founding chairman in 1 9 3 5 .
Since the SEC unconstitutionally forbids corporations
to engage in political operations , politically-minded
companies have operated through " unregulated"
financial c enters like Liechtenstein and Luxembourg.
Curacao and the Cayman Island s . Nixon campaign
funds , for example, were routed through these
channels - enabling the conspiratorial Order to
monitor all the supposedly " secret" transactions of
the Com mittee to Re-E lect the President, while
British secret agent Henry Kissinger ran the inside
operation against President Nixon.
The Lockheed S candal , which brought down the
Japanese government in 1 9 7 7 and destabilized several
other governments . took place after word of
Lockheed ' s alleged foreign bribery leaked out of
European financial channels under the control of
Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands . of the Order of
Malta .
Last week's scandal against Citibank involved
Citibank' s use of false bookkeeping to avoid
surveillance of its British operations by the prying
Bank of England . While Citibank was avoiding the

British monetary authorities, it was permitting all its
British operations to be cleared through Coutt's and
Co. - the royal family ' s private bank !
The Order's dirty money operations have prevented
F ederal investigators from uncovering the flow of
money fro in the drug traffic . The proceeds of drug
traffic in the U . S . and Canada are laundered through
big cash-flow operations like restaurants , casinos, or
sports teams - the drug-peddling Bronfman family
happens to own all the big sports team s in Canada.
The money is then sent to a dummy corporation,
perhaps in Hong Kong ; this dum m y company invests
in a similar mail-drop in Pana m a ; the process is
repeated a minimum of six t i m e s , as money travels
from Panama to Liechtenstein, from Liechtenstein to
a " non-resident corporation " in Canada, from Canada
to S ingapore, from S ingapore to the Netherlands
Antilles, and so forth. Each of these centers is under
the control of the Order ; the drug traffic in major
industrial countries is itself under the control of the
Order, the money-laundering casinos and hotels are
under the control of the Order ; and the hit teams and
other wetwork operations that p rotect it are also
under the control of the Order.
In this way, ostensibly legitimate business of
Canadian , British, and American banks is often
actually operating as a front for political blackmail.
financial warfare against nations , and drug and
prostitution rackets in the hand of the Order of St.
John of Jerusalem.
-David Goldman

Th e U . S. Stee l Co rpo rat i o n :
Mo rga n / s Sa bote u r I n s i d e Am e r i ca n I n d ustry
From its position as one of the dominant
corporations in U . S . heavy industry, the United States
Steel Corporation has since the beginning of this
century exercised a pernicious influence throughout
our economy. In the last year alone. U . S . Steel has

CO R PO R AT E
A F FA I R S

been a leading proponent of the following policies
c learly detrimental to the national interest :
• Throughout 1 9 7 7 when the crisis of the nation' s
steel industry was throwing thousands o f skilled
workers out of work, U . S. Steel spokesmen across the
country attacked the Japanese model of government
credit and tax policies to foster modern industrial
growth. and instead defended Adam S mith free
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enterprise.
• U . S . Steel's primary response to the world steel
crisis was to lobby for protectionist legislation in
Washington and launch antidumping suits against
Japanese and European steelmakers. threatening to
create a rift between the U . S . and its allies.
• Last summer U . S . Steel began systematically
shutting down its high-cost " excess" steel capacity as
part of a London-instigated world rationalization pro
gra m . The so-called marginal p lants were the victims
of the corporation ' s long-standing policy of
under investm ent in p l a nt m o d e rn ization and
necessary maintenance expenditures . The financial
leadership of the company shelved the plans for
building a greenfield plant ( a new, fully-integrated
steel making complex) in Conneaut, Ohio, on the
grounds that there is an over supp ly of steel capacity
worldwide .
• U . S . Steel reaffirmed its c o m mitment to a policy
of " diversifying" out of steel production into "high
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profit " areas like natural resources and real estate .
Armco S teel has now fallen in line with the U . S . Steel
model announcing rec ently that it will put no more
new investment in steel.
• U.S. Steel, also a major coal m ining company,
played an inside wrecking role in the five-month coal
strike which disrupted the nation ' s economy last
winter. As the original head of the bargaining team of
the Bituminous Coal Operators Association, U . S .
Steel' s J . Bruce Johnston sabotaged the possibility for
an early negotiated settlement in holding out for a no
wage-gain labor contract. In executing this "hard
line" policy, Johnston was following in the tradition of
R . Heath Larry, the lp.bor relations lawyer who until
recently was the vice-chairman of U . S . S teel .
J. P. Morga n 's Legacy

How are such policies - which are clearly opposed
to U . S . national interest - form ulated at U . S . Steel?
The answer to that question leaves no doubt that down
to the present day the steel trust put together by J . P .
Morgan continues to b e London ' s troj an horse inside
the U . S . econom y.
J . P . Morgan's takeover of the Carnegie Steel
Company in 1 901 was a strategic coup for the City of
London , with the obj ective of underm ining future U . S .
industrial growth and the U . S o ' s role a s a world
industrial power. Through the takeover, the House of
Morgan imported into the fast-expanding U . S .
economy the British System model o f trustification,
gobbling up the maj ority of U . S . Steel capacity and
subsequently regulating output. The results of this
policy can be gauged by comparing the explosive
expansion of U . S . steel production up to 1 90 1 and the
relative stagnation afterwards .
The bank that came to bear J . P . Morgan ' s name in
the U . S . , in fact, originated in London in 1838 as
George Peabody & Co. Morgan ' s bank gained
notoriety during the U . S . Civil War in financing the
sale of defective rifles to the Union , which blew up in
soldiers ' faces . J . P . Morgan only rose to prominence
in the U . S . in the 1 890s when he was boosted by the
Belmont family, the London Roth s childs' leading U . S .
collaborators. The Anglophilic loyalities o f Morgan
Guaranty are maintained by the present chairman of
the bank, Walter Heinz Page, the grandson of the U . S .
ambassador t o Britain during World War I o f the same
name, who manipulated the U . S . into bailing out the
dying British empire.
To this day Morgan Guaranty and Morgan Stanley,
the banks where every other secretary has a British
accent, maintain privileged relationship s with U . S .
Steel. Morgan Guaranty and Morgan S tanley are U . S .
Steel ' s main commercial and investment banker s ,
respectively. According t o sources inside U . S . Steel,
Dave Dilly, the corporation ' s chief economist, gets
continual updates on international developments
(such as the Bremen and Bonn sum m its ) from his
friends at Morgan Stanley . The s e briefings supple
ment what he reads in the London E conom ist and the
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F inancial Times of London. Dilly in turn explains
things to the director of Financial S ervices, William
Lewellen.
There exists an internal policing apparatus in U . S .
Steel t o make sure that executives don 't tap other
channels of information or use outside consulting
services . This apparatus is the Functional Analysis
Review Team, referred to fam iliarly around the
company by its acronym - FAR T .
Morgan and The Company

A director of Morgan Guaranty has traditionally sat
on the board of U . S . Stee l . Presently the seat is
occupied by John M. Meyer, Jr . , who is the chairman
of the Directors Advisory Council of Morgan Guaranty
Trust. Meyer sits on the executive, organization, and
the financ ial policy committees of the board of
directors of U . S . S teel . David Roderick, U . S . Steel ' s
p resident, who is identified by p rogrowth industrial
forces in the Pittsburgh region as the officer most
responsible for the corporation ' s worst policies, is a
member of the International Council of Morgan
Guaranty. ( Lord O ' Brien of Lothbury chairs the
council. ) U . S . Steel ' s lawyer is Case and White, the old
Morgan law fir m . In 1 9 7 5 Morgan Guaranty's trust
department held 3 . 35 percent of U . S . Steel ' s stock, a
significant holding of such a large firm .
Inco and Rothschild

The Morgan-conveyed British influence in U . S . Steel
has been reinforced by the presence of Canadians on
the board of directors who have historically occupied
their positions because of U . S . Steel's major
investments in Canada . Henry S . Wingate , former
chairman and chief executive officer of Inco, Ltd . , the
British Rothschild-controlled Canadian nickel mining
company, only recently retired from the board of U . S .
Steel . That leaves Robert C . Scrivener, chairman of
the board of Northern Telcom , Ltd . as the Canadian
representative .
As U . S . Steel ' s lead investm ent bank , Morgan
Stanley has a major say whenever the corporation is
contemplating any new investment that requires
external financing. If it were ever to be built the
Conneaut plant would require several billion dollars of
outside financing . HThe investment bank analysts are
going to have their shots , " noted one of the financial
officers of the corporation in an interview .
But it ' s a moot point as t o whether there is any
divergence of outlook between the bankers at Morgan
Stanley and Morgan Guaranty in New York and the
enormous financial planning staff which occupies the
twenty-third floor at U . S . Steel' s corporate head
quarters in Pittsburgh . "I doubt whether even Morgan
S tanley plays much of an inside role in U . S . Steel , "
said a n officer i n the corporate loan division at
Morgan Guaranty. "They need investment banker
technicians to execute equity or debt financings , but
the corporation ' s own financial p lanning staff is
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extremely sophisticated. and it is probably as large as
all of Morgan Stanley. or us ! "
Where Steel Is A Sideline

What this means in practice is that the financial
planners at U.S. Steel think like bankers who make
steel as a side line. not as industrialists. The view
which predominates at the corporation is summed up
by the pronouncement of one company economist on
the prospects for the Conneaut plant : "There is no
way anyone can justify building a new greenfield plant
wh�n there will be sub par return on investment."
Virtually all officers who have an input into
financial policy matters look with skepticism on
expenditure on new steel facilities. The last such was
the construction of the Baytown. Texas plant around
ten years ago. "Every one here is concerned above all
with return on investment. " said another financial
officer. "This is how people are measured and
compensated. "
The Kennedy-Blough Fight

Historically. U.S. Steel has always been more
diversified than other steel companies. But the
present. all-out diversification thrust dates from the
early 1960s and the Kennedy-Roger Blough confronta
tion involving President KennedY's famous blocking
of U.S. Steel Chairman Roger Blough's attempt to
raise steel prices. The usual explanation of that
turning point goes as follows : after President
Kennedy imposed de facto government price controls
on the industry, there was no way to j ustify further
investment in steel - the "cost-price" relationship
didn't justify it.
In fact. the confrontation between Big Government,
which slammed on price controls. and free enterprise.
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which demanded the right to raise prices unimpeded.
was a phony . controlled debate from the start, which
has disoriented U.S. industrialists ever since. The issue
was the deliberate policy of the Anglophile Kennedy
Administration and U.S. Steel leadership to obstruct a
policy of international industrial development which
would have created limitless markets for this
country's steel and capital goods and set off a
permanent boom throughout the economy. Under such
conditions. U.S. steelmakers would have been in a
positon continuously to modernize steel-making
technology and reduce the cost of production.
Steel a "Minor Segment "
In the absence of such an orientation. U.S. Steel
pursued a policy politely known as diversification.
Around the time Edgar Speer became U.S. Steel
chairman in March 1973 he told Fortune magazine :
"We could conceivably get to the point where steel
would be a minor instead of a maj or segment of our
business." He told Forbes magazine : "I'll tell you
what excites me. Raw materials. It's been the most
successful diversification move in the past and offers
the greatest single opportunity for the future."
When Speer became chairman in 1973. 20 percent of
the U.S. Steel's sales were in non-steel areas. About 30

percent of the corporation's sales derive from non
steel areas today. And yet Speer is in a sense a "pro
duction man" who was in the company 34 years before
becoming chairman. not some financier imported into
the company by the board of directors. The unanimity
of outlook between Speer and the financial muscle on
the board is a testimony to the fact that U.S. Steel has
always functioned like a financial conglomerate. not a
company whose business is making steel.
- Lydia Dittler
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MILITARY STRA TEG Y

Pea ce-Th ro u g h -Stre n gth
Gro u p D i so r i e n te d
LaRouche scores 'lim ited n uclear war' delusion s of con servatives
"Coalition for Peace Through Strength " is a
"congressional" coalition of a couple of dozen groups
put together by the American Security Council, the
conserva tive think tank. The Coalition is taking the

for whom
important

Carter Administration to task o ver the Stra tegic Arms
Limita tion Trea ty and defense issues in general.

has been on a foolish track since his discussions of
monetary policy with Rothschild circles in Europe

Citing the superiority of the So viets o ver the U.S. in
almost e very sector of defense and an eroding U.S.
defense capacity over the next ten years, the Coalition
is organizing a drive to see tha t the SAL T treaty is not
approved at this time, and tha t nuclear arms research
continues. The Coalition has called for a na tional
strategy to aim for military superiority over the
Soviet Union, a large civil defense program, and "the
use of positive non-military m eans to roll back the
growth of Communism . " "Non-military" means are
"economic sanctions, restrain t of trade, and
restrictions on technology transfer. " The Soviets are
sensitive to this kind of pressure, a ccording to a
spokesman in the office of Senator Dole, one of the co
chairmen.

some months past. and is currently being used by such
enemies of the U.S. dollar as Milton Friedman. Bill is
a good person. but not a person of consistently

While being described by the New York Times
circuit as a congressional coalition, the Peace through
Strength group was apparently organized first from
lobbying groups, and only then were conserva tive
congressmen of both parties approached to join in,
through a "Dear Colleague " letter tha t was sent
around. A fe w senators, like Dole, were called upon to
play a leading role. Most offices of congressmen
contacted kne w little of the group, but responded
primarily on the basis of its strong "pro-defense line. "
In addition to various congressmen, the Coalition
claims as mem bers former Treasury Secretary
William Simon, Major General John Singla ub, and
former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Thomas
Moorer and Lyman Lemnitzer.
The follo wing commentary on the stra tegic implica
tions of the Peace Through Strength forma tion was
released A ug. 9 by Lyndon LaR ouche, the Chairman of
the U.S. Labor Party and
writer on stra tegic questions.

interna tionally-known

Since the newly announced " Peace Through
Strength" grouping of conservatives includes persons
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I have
that I

personal
publicly

regard. it is doubly
ridicule the foolish

declaration issued yesterday in their name.
William Simon. for whom I have personal regard.

remarkable judgmental powers
economic or military strategies.

in

matters

of

The cases of Admiral Thomas Moorer and General
Jack Singlaub are of a different order. Generally. I
have great esteem for their competence as pro
fessiona ls. Unfortunately . b y applying that
competence to solving problems within incompetent
strategic parameters. they permit themselves to be
sucked into postures contrary to the best interests of
the United States. It is to their problem that I address
myself here : hoping to wean them away from the
nonsense with which current press reports associate
them.

General Jack Slnglaub
My first warning that Jack Singlaub was going off
on the wrong track was the confirmed report of his
approach to the "neutron warhead." While I
sympathize with General Singlaub's distress over the
condition of U.S. strategic military capabilities and
postures,
the efforts of Singlaub and other
professionals to improve U.S. capabilities within the
parameters of existing strategic doctrines is a
profound disorientation, to the effect that their
proposed remedies share the essential incompetence
of the Kissinger-Schlesinger-McNamara doctrines in
general.
From the standpoint of officers such as General
Singlaub and Admiral Moorer, the USA is currently
embarked on an intensified confrontation-course with
the Warsaw Pact, while. at the same time, U.S. war
fighting capabilities are rapidly deteriorating. In
response, professionals such as Singlaub propose to
fight to modernize and otherwise improve military
strategic capabilities, picking on issues - such as the
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" neutron warhead " - which have some established
support among political conservatives .
From a strategic standpoint. the " neutron
warhead " is a piece of j unk. If I were President of the
U S A . I would probably produce it - but quietly.
storing it in reserve in the replenishing arsenal of
com bined " neutron" and ordinary nuclear warheads .
This policy would be followed solely on the assumption
that a situation might arise in which a stock of such
spec ialized weapons might be suitable and needed. but
with the general understanding that such weapons
would be strategically useless against the Warsaw
Pact nation s .
T h e point is this - as General S inglaub . Adm iral
Moorer. and others ought to agree quite readily. The
advantage of a relatively " c lean " neutron warhead
exists only for the spec ial circum stance that mobile
assault forces are advancing rapidly through
adversary terrain. in which special case the
bombarded terrain represents a reduced ABC hazard
for one ' s mobile. advancing force s . and increases
one ' s forces' logistical advantages in the course of
continuing assault.
'
However . the NATO forces have no such assault
capability against Warsaw Pact territory. either
presently or for the indefinite future . The order of
warfare for warfare between NATO and Warsaw
Pact forces begins with total intercontinental
bombardment of U . S . cities in excess of 50. 000 or so
population . plus ABC strategic bombardment of
NATO force concentrations . plus ABC " paving" of
pathways in depth through all concentrations of NATO
ground forces. Before any mobile a s sault occurs . the
terrain - on both sides - will be A B C - " dirtied" to the
point that neutron warheads are of no significant
advantage over more abundant ordinary nuclear
warheads .
Therefore. the publicized deploym ent of neutron
warheads has no strategic significance except to
enrage the Warsaw Pact command into escalating its
war-fighting capabilities and to apply intensified
pressure to weak points of NATO strategic political
deploym ent throughout the world.
If one scratches behind the arguments for the
neutron warhead among professional military figures.
one quickly discovers that their arguments for this
weapon depend axiomatically upon the assumption of
" limited nuclear war" as the overwhelmingly
probable mode of NATO-Warsaw Pact confrontation .
Although many of this background rightly despise
Henry A . Kissinger (sometimes for wrong reasons
inc luded ) . one finds them favorable to James R .
S chlesinger. tolerant o f General Alexander Haig. and
tolerant of such maniacs as Walt W. Rostow. This
toleration coincides with general acceptance of some
version of the insane. incompetent " li m ited nuclear
warfare" or "first and second strike" doctrines .
Thus. the problem o f professionals such as S inglaub
and Moorer is that they apply their professional
competenc� to solve a nonexistent strategic problem .
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The best solution to a nonexistent problem is
foolishness ; when an entirely different. real problem
is ignored in the process. the solution to the
nonexistent problem becomes worse than mere folly.
I nonetheless compassionately understand the kind
of thinking Moorer and S inglaub represent. Things are
bad . and they wish to improve the m . Being "practical
military men. " working within the political and related
policy parameters permitted to them as serving or
retired officers. they seek wrongly to repair a
strategic " Rube Goldberg . "

U SA-8oviet Balance
At present. there is a " rough parity " of first-line
combat capabilities between the Warsaw Pact and
NATO forces. such that a NATO advantage here is
offset by a Warsaw Pact advantage there , and vice
versa. This configuration persists only as far as the
initial assaults and counter-assault s . Under conditions
of continuing warfare between the po wers. it is the
total . in-depth capability of the Warsaw Pact forces
which presently provides the Soviets with an in-depth
war-winning capability - at the price of los s of
between 30 to 40 percent of their population and
logistical capabilitie s .
The crux o f the m ilitary-strategic problem o n the
U . S . s ide is not notably weapons systems as such - at
least not at the present moment. The fatal lack of in
depth warfighting capabilities on the U . S . side centers
around the "all-volunteer army " and "civil defense . "
The prodefense conservative groups decline to feature
the deeper implications of the " a ll-volunteer army , "
and what they offer o n " civil defense" is i n effect
mere cosmetic posture without depth of substance.
The principles of modern warfare were articulated
by Niccolo Machiavelli. Machiavelli ' s proposition was
essentially this. In order that the anti-"black
nobility. " republican forces be enabled to defeat the
"all-volunteer" professional military forces of the
Black Guelphs . it was necessary to transform the
adult population of the republic into a well-trained.
w e l l - e q u i p p e d fighting for c e i n depth . The
c o m m i t m e n t of repub l i c s to s c i entific and
technological progres s . and the consequent mental
and moral superiorities of their general citizenry
represented potentially a force in depth which no well
trained army of the Black Guelph. pro-zero-growth
faction could defeat.
Putting aside the not-unimportant. but subsidiary
issues of military tactics as such. war is essentially a
meat-grinder. in which victory lies with that side
which em erges from successive massive losses with
an efficiently deployable fighting force left over from
the ashes of ruinous earlier encounter s . It is thus the
in-depth capability of a fighting republic which is the
essence of military victory. Thi s . not accidentally. is
the essence of Marshal Zhukov's and S talin ' s counter
attack policies during World War I I . a basic military
doctrine embedded in modernized forms in Warsaw
Pact capabilities.
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The prolonged prosecution of the war in Vietnam
ruined U . S . in-depth strategic capabilities in many
ways , most notably through the British-fostered
growth of the New Left and its development as a force
dedicated to antitechnology and to destruction of the
universal draft. Any review or criticism of U . S .
strategic posture which does not focus first o n that gut
problem is inherently an evasion which leads to
nothing but folly.
If that problem were competently examined, the
essence of U . S . lack of in-depth strategic capabilities
originates in the U . S . alliance with the United
Kingdo m , and the corruption of strategic policy and
m ilitary command by the various derivatives of
British "air power" doctrine, including not only Rand
Corporation "brainwashing" of professionals, but the
" limited war" doctrines assoc iated with General
Max well Taylor. This problem has become more
acute since President Richard Nixon ' s resignation,
with the retirement and purging of ground officers
with field-grade combat experience during World War
II. While various Air Force and Navy senior officers
are professionally competent , too many of the
responsible professionals currently in the saddle have
sucked too long on the tit of British " c abinet warfare"
doctrines to be of much good in strategic planning.
Relevant to the problem is the recent, hideously
slanted film against G eneral D ouglas MacArthur.
MacArthur epitomized those U . S . professionals rooted
in the Civil War and earlier traditions of West Point
and Virginia Military Institute . It was these officers
who brought the USA through World War II, and those
from the 1 9 30s graduating classes trained under them
as field-grade offic ers , who represented the gut of
competent military-strategic thinking in our military
establishment. They possessed a politica l sense of
war, as MacArthur ' s case exemplifi e s . They
understood that the United States was an industrial
. republic, a constitutional republic committed to
influencing the global order a mong nations to the
same moral purpose. MacArthur' s administration of
the postwar recovery of Japan is exemp lary of the
point.
Beginning with General Maxwell Taylor ' s British
influenced retreading, to become advisor of President
J. F . Kennedy, the most funda m ental principles of
strategy were heaved out of the window, in favor of
British-style , " colonialist" cabinet-warfare thinking
concerning " special forces , " etc . The reasons for the
slaughter of Canaris's S econd D i vision in Yugoslavia
and similar experiences of World War II were
forgotten . Under British-tainted influence, Kennedy
put the USA into what President E i senhower avoided :
land war in Asia . Unfortunately, on their weak
psychological side, even senior military professionals
too easily become obsessed with " hot shot" local
military tactical enterprises, forgetting the strategic
principles which properly govern tactical under
takings . A little of the " macho" in the j unior and field
grade officer carries over into the flag officer.
A u g u s t 15-21 , 1978

As for " civil defense, " it is clear that Am erican
Security Council types are so enamored of the mere
phrase, " civil defense" that they overlook the cost of
providing the USA with a civil defense capability
matching that organically built into S oviet in-depth
capabilities . It could be accomplished , but it would
require a retooling of the U . S . economy suggesting
productive capital form ation on the order of 10 to 1 5
percent o r more a year. Digging a few holes i n the
ground , concocting cockeyed evacuation procedures,
and sandbagging a few plants is a gesture which is
disgusting because of its essential futility.
The fact that the American Security Council and
Comm ittee on the Present Danger are formally,
politically allied with Milton Friedman types means
that the posturing of the Peace Through Strength
Comm ittee ' s initial declaration is rank imbecility. By
allying with those political forces dedicated to
collapsing the U . S . dollar and collapsing U . S . high
technology industria l , agricultural and infra
structural development through " fiscal austerity, "
these military strategists remind one o f the persons
who attempt to drain the water out of a sinking
lifeboat by smashing holes in the hull of the craft .

Goodbye, Larry MacDonald
It was illustrative of General S inglaub ' s relative
disorientation on strategic is sues that he appeared on
R epresentative Larry MacDona l d ' s (D-Ga) circuit
recently. While Jack Singlaub disassoc iated himself
from MacDonald's political cause, he associated
himself with the silly "patriotic anticom munist" reds
u n d e r-the-b e d s luna c y in w h i c h M a c D o n a l d
specializes . Considering the fact that the John Birch
Society was promoted in behalf of the policies of
Britain against President Dwight D. Eisenhower ,
G eneral Singlaub ' s j udgment of what represents
Am erican patriotism was tainted by that unfortunate
association with MacDonald.
Fortunately, the voters of the S eventh District of
G eorgia have acted to bring an end to the farc e of
MacDonald ' s presence in the U . S . Congress.
I assure General Singlaub , Adm iral Moorer and
others that if the U . S . enters a sharp confrontation
with the Warsaw Pact in alliance with Great Britain,
the United States will lose that war miserably arid
totally. If the U . S . were to back Israel against the
Soviet Union in the course of an Israeli assault against
S yria and Saudi Arabian oil fields , it is probable that
the U . S . would be defeated and destroyed because of
S oviet in-depth capability.
Ostensibly, Singlaub and Moorer are not thinking
through the Soviet strategic problem competently.
If the policies of Brezhnev, Kirilenko, et a1. prevail
- if the principles adopted by President Brezhnev and
Chancellor Schmidt ( May 1 9 7 8 ) prevail, any
American who seeks m ilitary confrontation with the
S oviet Union is a dangerous lunatic , surely bent upon
the needless destruction and conquest of the United
S tate s . However, should the opposite faction in the
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Soviet Union come to power, the "Jacobin" heirs of
Bukharin and the wild-eyed "hard-liners, " the Soviet
Union itself would tend to be committed to a hard-line
confrontation course against the United States. If the
policies of Kissinger, Schlesinger, Brzezinski, Rostow
and other British types prevail, if the USA pursues a
confrontationist course against the Brezhnev
leadership and supports London on the issue of the
International Monetary Fund, the Jacobin faction in
the Soviet Union will be pushed to the fore, and war
which the United States will lose is virtually
inevitable.
That is the essence of the political-military strategic
equation.
It should be clear that the Peace Through Strength
Committee's posture is fundamentally incompetent
strategic thinking in any case. The purpose of war is to
win the peace of victory. Here, at the moment we have
it within our reach to win the peace of World War 11 insofar as the Soviet leadership is concerned, various
self-styled "patriots" are proceeding from a totally
incompetent reading of Soviet postures and
capabilities, and espousing a course of war
preparations by the United States which are
incompetent from the standpoint of any war which
would actually be fought between the two
superpowers.
At the moment, the nation against which the United
States ought to consider conducting war is not the
Soviet Union, but the United Kingdom . It is the British
monarchy which has fiooded our youth with drugs,
which deploys international terrorism against us,
which mobilizes to accomplish the collapse of the U.S.
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dollar and to collapse our industrial output and
agriculture. It is the British, through their control of a
dominant faction within Israel, which is preparing to
pull the trigger on Armageddon in the Middle East,
which threatens to put bombs on the Saudi Arabian oil
supplies of our European and Japanese allies, which is
attempting to foment a warlike situation between the
United States and Soviet Union.
Yet, William Simon is working in cahoots with such
enemies of the United States as Milton Friedman, and
much of our military and conservatives are rallied
around subversive branches of British intelligence
such as the Heritage Foundation, aiding the British in
promoting internal destabilization of the United
States.
To Admiral Moorer, General Singlaub, and others, I
say, "Get off this foolish kick, men. You know that I
am the President to fight any war the United States
must fight, and that I have confidence in your counsels
and related expertise in shaping U.S. strategic
capabilities accordingly . However, otherwise,
relative to me, you are miseducated children in
matters of political strategy . If you are truly
concerned with developing the strategic capabilities
and posture of the United States, as I know you are,
you should have accepted my offer to form a body for
this purpose - and get yourselves away from the sort
of lunatics and muddlers with whom you have un
wisely preferred to associate yourselves.
"Either you already know I am right, or at least
you strongly suspect I may be correct. Conduct
yourselves accordingly . "
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COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

Te rro r i st Assa u l t Pr i m ed Fo r U . S.
L o n do n fu e ls in te lligence war to brea k Brem en
British intelligence i s mobilizing its "right" and
" left" networks abroad, in efforts to foment a bloody
wave of terrorism and assassinations in the U.S. The
purpose is to preclude U.S. entry into the international
Grand Design initiated at the Bremen European
Community summit July 6-7.
Carter and the Vance-Young side of the White
House, which has reacted favorably to plans for a new
monetary system which would replace the IMF, is the
main target of the British blackmail and terrorism
operation. West German Chancellor Schmidt has been
particularly singled out for attack by the British for
his pivotal role as an organizer for the new trade and
development-based monetary arrangements.
Two of Britain's top intelligence operatives - jour
nalist and Tory political advisor Robert Moss on the
"right" and "ex-CIA agent" Philip Agee on the "left"
- have been deployed to cover up London 's footprints
by laying blame for the terror wave on Cuba and
"revolutionary" groups within the United States.
Under this cover, British intelligence plans to let loose

its full array of

black operations against Bremen and

Bonn with full impunity.
London revealed its intentions to immobilize the
Carter Administration through a wave of drug-related
scandals in an article by Moss in the London Daily
Telegraph on August 7. Moss - a political appointee of
the British oligarchy who carries out his role by acting
as an "advisor" to various "right-wing" think tanks in
Britain and the U.S. - warned that the i o Carter drug
scandal is not over" and its reverberations would be
felt up to the highest levels of the Administration.
Moss, a strategist for the London Institute for the
Study of Conflict and the U.S.-based Heritage Founda
tion who also edits the Rothschild-owned Economist's
confidential intelligence leak sheet,
" Foreign
Report," invited " investigative journalists" in the
U.S. to "dig deeper" into the Bourne affair.
Moss's article is the signal for another Watergate in
Washington conducted by his right-wing allies in such
organizations as the Heritage Foundation. After
identifying the Institute for Policy Studies - actually

Robert Moss I n c ites " Left-R i g h t " Batt l e
Under th e headline "Carter Drug Scandal Is Not
o ver, " British intelligence opera tive Robert Moss
called lor the watergating 01 President Carter in his
A ugust 7 Daily Telegraph article, excerpted belo w:

... We have barely begun to scratch the surface of
the Bourne affair and it will be interesting to see
how deep America's much-vaunted new breed of
" investigative reporters" will care to dig. There
are two very big questions to be answered :
1. How did Dr. Bourne, with his long record as a
radical activist on political issues, as well as the
drug question, become a trusted adviser of the
President with wide-ranging responsibilities in the
White House?
2. How far have other radicals - many of them
associated with the Institute for Policy Studies
(IPS) - succeeded in penetrating the Carter
Administration?
... One wonders how many of the people who voted
for Mr. Carter in Georgia in 1 976 were aware of the
existence of this institute, let alone the involvement
of Dr. Bourne, discribed in Carter 's campaign ma-
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terial as a " long-term personal friend and advisor."
The link with IPS is striking. The Institute for
Policy Studies had been described as the "link be
tween the revolutionary and the respectable Left"
in Washington.
... Through seminars, conferences and study
groups, the IPS has succeeded over the years in
building an impressive range of contacts among
congressional staffers and the media ....
With the advent of the Carter Administration,
some of the friends that the I PS organizers had
made in offices in previous years moved into offices
in the federal government....
IPS associates pop up in more surprising areas of
the Carter Administration ....
The lists of IPS fellows contain an impressive
number of people with government posts.
Since leading figures in IPS have aggressively
supported Vietnam, Cuba, the Palestine Liberation
Organizations and the Rhodesian terrorists and
have drawn Marxist groups into a widening net
work, the links of a government official with the
Institute may be a cause for legitimate concern.
. . . Will Mr . Carter now take heed?
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one of the key arms of British intelligence in the U . S .
- a s the " link between the revolutionary and
respectable Left" in Washington , Moss conveniently
lists the names of IPS associates who now hold key
government posts or who otherwise exert a significant
degree of influence within the Carter Administration
( see box ) .
I n point of fact, the IPS agents who occupy key posi
tions in the White House and elsewhere were p lanted
by British intelligence in the early stages of Carter's
political career.
Moss has also tried a sim ilar blackmail trick
against the West German government in revenge for
its lead role in organizing the new E uropean Monetary
System . In an August 1 Daily Telegraph column Moss
alleged that " left-wingers " in the West German Social
Democratic Party - such as p arty chairman Willy
Brandt - and other " Ostpolitik" p roponents in West
German political c ircles were pressuring S chmidt to
accept Soviet proposals for a West G erman disengage
ment from NATO . Moss further a lleged that S chmidt
was ready to accept such proposals because of his
impossible relations with President Carter. Unfortun
ately for Moss, the West German government wasted
no time in denouncing Moss ' s charges as "baloney. "
Operation Scapegoat

The flip side of Mos s ' s campaign to target " left"
infiltration in U . S . governm ent circles is the current
activation of " ex-CIA agent" Philip Agee with his
threats to expose the name of every A merican CIA
agent working in countries throughout the world. Agee
used the occasion of the recent Cuban Youth Festival
to launch his campaign by announcing the formation
of " CIA Watch , " an organization set up to deliber
ately " blow the cover" on CIA officials who pose a
threat to British intelligence operations internation

ally.
In an interview broadcast over Havana radio , Agee
announced the publication shortly of his new book en
titled " Dirty Work" about the CIA in Europe, in
which, he said, " more than 700 persons who have
been recently integrated into the CIA offices in West
ern Europe will be named . " Agee revealed p lans for a
new bimonthly publication c a l led the Covert
Informa tion Bulletin. to be published in Washington.
"Naming nam e s " is to be a regular feature, according
to Agee .
The particularly dangerous twist in the current
Agee deployment is that by launching the anti-CIA
campaign in Cuba , Agee has afforded his masters in
London the opening to throw blame on the Cuban
government for European-style terrorist operations
carried out in the U . S . and elsewhere by Agee ' s
friends a n d networks.
Agee, although passing himself off as an " ex-CIA
agent , " is an active operative of The Fifth E state,
CounterSpy, and the Institute for Policy Studies - all
controlled by London. Agee in Cuba is currently
" Option A" of London's various schemes to spark a
40
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NATO-Warsaw Pact intelligence war, in the course of
which Britain 's S ecret Intelligence Services (SIS)
would proceed to eli minate every U . S . obstacle to a
terrorist assault on the U . S . Confirming that Agee' s
" left " campaign t o expose CIA agents and Moss's
" right" blackmail against the Carter Administration
are emanating from the same source , it may be re
called that Moss himself called for a general house
cleaning and " reform" of the CIA a few months ago,
specifically to rout out possible ' 'KG B" infiltration.
Nor should it come as a surprise that Moss's Daily
Telegraph, in possession of an advance copy of Agee's
Covert Action Informa tion Bulletin, " leaked the first
target : the new CIA station chief in Jamaica.

MOVE S h ooto u t S i g n a l s
Te rro r A c t i vat i o n
A Philadelphia police officer was killed and 1 2 police
and firemen inj ured Aug . 8 when members of the
terrorist cult " MOVE " started a gun battle with law
enforcement officers who were carrying out a court
order to shut down the cult ' s commune. The gun
battle, prominently played in local and national
media , is the go-ahead signal for a broad wave of
" European-style" terrorism in the United States.
The MOVE shootout with police erupted when a task
force of police, firemen, and Philadelphia health
officials attempted to evacuate by court order the 20
or so members from the filth-strewn safehouse they
have occupied for the last 1 5 month s .
All the members o f the group h a v e been charged
with murder in the killing of one officer and the
wounding of some dozen others . Following the arrest,
MOVE founded " John Africa" (all members use the

surname Africa) threatened that its fol lowers in other
c ities would carry out violence against police in
revenge for the Philadelph ia eviction.
D e s p i t e the a t t e m p t s b y t e rrori st- l in k e d
countergangs and liberal press t o portray MOVE as a
" religious " group which advocates " simplicity" in
lifestyle, law enforcement officials in Richmond.
Baltimore, and other locales are fully atuned to the
terrorist danger.
Like the Hanafi Muslim sect. which carried out a
maj or terrorist attack in Washington , D . C . in spring
1 9 7 7 , MOVE is a small brainwashed cult whose
members are programmed on an " anti-culture"
bestialist track. They live in communes without
electricity, heat or running water, eat raw meat, and
refuse to dispose of either garbage or animal and
human excrement.
While the backround of the group is still under
investigation, it is known that " D e lbert Africa , " the
second-in-com mand for the Philadelphia group is
former FBI informant William O ' Neal, a long-time
agent provocateur who infiltrated the Black Panther
Party in Chicago and set up the police shootout that
led to the death of Black Panther Fred Hampton in
1 9 70 .
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THIRD WORLD

N o na l i g n ed Reaff i rm Co l o m bo
Acco rds At Be l g rad e
New World Order, technology tran sfer and n uclear power are still its goals
The 85 non-aligned nations convened their Foreign
Ministers summ it in Belgrade, Yugoslavia on July 25
with one task at hand : to determine how far their
August 1 976 demand for a New World E conomic Order
had been successfully implem ented. After one week of
meeting s , interspersed with heated debates on what
the appropriate strategy to proceed should be, the 1976
Non-Aligned Colom bo Accords were reiterated and a
call was made to "exhaust " the avenues available for
negotiating a new North-South entente.
Many Western newspapers seized upon the public
denunciations carried out by a handful of Chinese
sponsored states - Somalia and Cambodia to name
two - to state unequivocally that the issue that
dominated the meeting was Cuba ' s " legitimacy" as a
member of the movement and to have its soldiers in
Africa. This was, however, far from the case. E ach
and every spea ker emphasized that without econom ic
independence, political independence is immaterial
and vulnerable. An Indian newspaper, The Pa triot,
went so far as to report on July 26 that a mong the
delegations it was felt that " the Cuba issue is
diversionary to prevent the discussion on economic
and political goals of the movement. It is aimed at
eventual disintegration of the movement and
' making
it an instrument of the Cold War . "
The G lobal Shift

S ince the 1 9 76 Non-Aligned Movement call for a
debt moratorium , a new monetary system and a
growth-oriented perspective for global development,
political realities have drastically changed . Henry
Kissinger, the architect of the delaying " c ase-by
case " wrecking operations against the North-South
talks is no longer U . S . S ec retary of State. At the
European Economic Comm unity ' s Bremen Summit
last month and later at the Bonn industrialized nations
sum m it, the kernel of a new m onetary reorgnization
came into being in the form of the E uropean Monetary
S ystem. Unequivocally, West G ermany ' s Helmut
Schmidt, Japan' s Takeo Fukuda , and France ' s Val6ry
Giscard d ' Estaing have come out locating the
necessity for a nuclear power-oriented development
perspective for the Third World as the basis for
western economic recovery.
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The Bonn Summit's call for massive development of
nuclear energy found its parallel in the Non-Aligned
Summit's own assertion that it will create a
commission to operate at the United Nations to
involve western nations and the socialist sector in a
grand scale technology transfer to the developing
sector.
It is this new political geometry that characterizes
the sense of crisis in the Non-Aligned group rather
than the erroneous press reports that the Non-Aligned
is somehow desperately fighting the " red threat"
posed by Cuba, Vietnam , or Angola. At Colombo, in
1976, the group was led by a core of strong progrowth
leaders such as Indira Gandhi of India , Hoari
Boumedienne of Algeria , and courageous Foreign
Ministers such as Frederick Wills of Guyana and De
La Flor of Peru. At the United Nations forum,
Pakistan' s Zulfikar Ali Bhutto p layed a major role.
With the exception of Boumedienne , each one of
these core leaders , the authors of the demands for a
new monetary system and technology transfer, has
fallen from power as part of political and economic
d e s t a b i l izations c entered i n the z e ro-growth ·
International Monetary F und-World Bank
sup ranational operations .
With the shift in western policies, the Non-Aligned
found itself at Belgrade without the resolute leaders to
respond to the potential from the Bonn Summit.
Within its own communiqu6, it paralleled the Bonn
nuclear energy developm ent call but failed to
capitalize on the clearly established existence now
among the ranks of the developed nations of
progrowth governments ready to put into operation
alternatives to the International Monetary Fund.
Belgrade: From 1961 to 1 978

Decades of Non-Aligned history are associated with
the city of Belgrade . It was here in 1961, following
informal existence since 1954, that the nation-builders
of the developing sector - Josef Tito of Yugoslavia,
Jawaharlal Nehru of India , Gamal Abdel Nasser of
E gypt, and President S ukarno of Indonesia institutionalized the movement. S ince then the heads
of states have met every three years to deliberate the
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F red e ri c k Wi l l s at t h e U n i te d N a ti o n s
Two weeks after th e 1 9 76 Colom bo Non -Aligned
Summit Summ it. G uyana 's th en-Foreign Minister
Frederick

Wills

stood

before

th e

UN General

Assem bly to ca ll for th e implem em ta tion of the
Ne w World Econom ic Order a n d denounce "the
arsenal of desta bilizing techniq u es " being used to
pre ven t it. Th e following a re excerp ts.

The techni ques used are equally c lear and
unmistakable : The promotion o f internal unrest
with a view to the breakdown of law and order ; the
fo menting of intra-regiona l conflicts through client
states ; the financing and organization of hostile
propaganda campaigns ; the attacking of em
bassies and consulates ; the manipulation of inter
national markets ; the restriction on export capabil
ities ; the frustration of b i l ateral and multinational
aid ; the subversion of econom i c obj e ctiv es by the
machinations of trans-national corporations-this
arsenal of destabilizing techniques i s aimed in the
first instance at ensuring the continuation of a r e
lationship of dependency between developed and

priority tasks of the m ovem ent and to admit new
mem b e r s .
S ince its inception . despite being the target of much
red bai ti ng by Cold Warriors . the Non-Aligned
Movement ' s aims and goals were very well defined.
Their membership criterion was that no nation
seeking a dmittance could be a mem ber of any
milit ary alliance . b e this the N or th Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO ) . C entral T r e a t y Organization
(CENTO ) . the South east Asian Treaty Organization
(SEATO ) . or the Warsaw Pact . The economic goals
we re those of nations which h ad j ust won their
independence from . large ly . the British E mpire : the
demand for technology and industrialization that
would make them viable nation states .
Over the years . the for m a l m i l itary alliance clause
lost s ome m eaning (partic ularly after China chose to
acknowl ed ge CENTO for instance as a worthy
pact against the " social imperialist"
" de fensi ve
S o vie t Union ) but the econo m i c goals never really
changed . The movement traditionally adopted an
" anti-West " p o l i c y b e c a u s e the genoc idal
International Monetary Fund a n d the World Bank
were the credit and aid institutions of the Western
world and these institutions hardly transferred
tec h nol og y . It is a deep irony of post-World War II
history that the Cold Warriors i n the United States red
baited Nehru of India when Nehru and Indonesian
President Sukarno proclaimed that the United States
of Ame r i ca was the model for freedom and growth
they wished to follow. Nehru put through the inclusion
into the Indian Constitution of sections from the
-

"
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developing countries, and in the second instance at
yoking their legitimate aspirations to the strategic
conceptions of larger nations .
Mr. President, most of the countries i n the de
veloping world were former colonies of Western
Europe and the radicalization of their liberation
struggle has therefore been in anti-West terms .
This does not necessarily mean that those terms
are pro-East. Similarly, Mr. President, most of
these countries have adopted socialism as an inter
nal strategy of development. This likewise does not
indicate that they are anti-West or pro-East. At
Colombo the golden thread running through all the
resolutions and discussions was the determination
of 85 countries not to sacrifice their sovereignty and
independence on the altar of ideological nicety . . . .
But, Mr. President, the security o f developing
states is inextricably linked with their economic
survival and their econom i c advance. M y
delegation feels that there can be no meaningful
economic advance without the implementation of
the New International Economic Order.

A merican Constitution to demonstrate the anti-British
unity of views that bound both nations .
The struggle for growth occurred as well at the just
conc luded Belgrade Summit. Cuba, Vietnam , and
Angola all pressed for the U . S . to contribute its vast
wealth to the develop ment of their nations . U . S .
National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski spent
months in true Cold War organizing : attempting to
m ake Cuba' s credentials an issue at the meeting
because it was a Soviet " puppet" in Africa !
A very perceptive delegate communicated the core
of the issue to a correspondent of the Sri Lanka weekly
Tribune: " It is easy to say Cuba gets its money from
the Russians, but so do we. We get it from all over the
world and indeed we have been receiving aid from
E urope for nearly three hundred years . It is not who
you get money from , but what you do with it, and the
Cubans seem to have used this money well in that they
have attempted to provide food, clothing and shelter
for their people . "
The Road

to Colombo

The Third World' s efforts to break the North-South
deadlock were at their high point in August, 1976. At
Colombo, the Non-Aligned demanded a New World
E conomic Order ; at the United Nations in 1 976 they
reiterated this call.
At a press conference at the UN, British
Ambassador Ivor Richard charged all this was "Third
World intransigence , " unabashedly telling the
reporters " Just ask me the questions you are going to
ask him (the U . S . press spokesman) and I ' l l give you
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all the American answers . . . . We hope that sterile
ideological debates on economic topics of the type
which have occurred at the North-South talks in Paris
can be avoided here . "
In Paris, meantime, Henry Kissinger had gone full
scale ahead with a case-by-case negotiation of debt
and for those who turned this tactic down, straight out
destabilization . Kissinger ' s weapon had been his
International Resources Bank p roposal - utilizing
Third World resources to repay overwhelming debt
burdens with no net technology transfer whatsoever.
Colombo in a nutshell had called for : a new
monetary system , a deadline for its creation, nuclear
technology transfer, debt moratorium and above all a
replacement of the IMF . On the political side,
Colombo promoted as an absolute necessity an end to
the bloodshed in Africa and the establishment of
viable national governments.
The Belgrade Summit

At Belgrade last month an assessment of these goals
was due . Yugoslavia c h a i r e d the econo m i c
commission deliberations a n d India the political
deliberations . Brzezinski , like his predecessor
Kissinger, sought to mingle the two and at all costs
keep from the Third World the full knowledge of the
level of the progrowth commitm ent deliberated at the
Bremen and Bonn sum m it s under S chmidt ' s
leadership .
The political commission discussions are testimony
to weaknesses in the Third World . China and the U . S .
Anglophiles had spent over six months attempting to
wreck the Belgrade summit with the Cuba issue. When
Tito and Indian Prime Minister Morarj i Desai visited
the U .S . , they were approached by Brzezinski, on the
coy " genuine non-alignment" line . Castro ' s charges
that the U . S . contacted 15 non-aligned countries to do
its dirty work are borne out by other diplomatic
sources who say that the official Chinese liaison office
in the U.S. acti vely organized toward this goal in
Washington.
In their statements to the summit, both Yugoslavia
and India left the door open to a mbiguity suggesting
that "all foreign troops leave Africa , " p la ying games
with the subversion of the Non-Aligned Movement.
The more outrageous Chinese-sponsored states such
as Somalia and Cambodia went further to ask for the
expulsion of Cuba or, as others did, a change of venue
for the 1979 summit, scheduled for Havana .
The political sessions ended in stalemate. Cuba
actively organized to keep next year' s summit in
Havana, and won . The ruling that bilateral conflicts
such as Vietnam-Cambodia disputes or the African
situation would not be discussed prevented the
conference from degenerating into a series of bilateral
polemics.
One incident demonstrates the tone . During the final
hours , Cambodia pushed for the entry of the term
"hegemoni s m " into the final com m uniqull, expecting
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a confrontation with Vietnam . S urprising its peasant
neighbors , Vietnam agreed and added the term
" expansionism , " a com mon reference to its troubles
with China , the main architect at the conference of the
splittist tendenc ies . Over two dozen Chinese
"j ournalists" attended the conference to malign Cuba .
The Economic Battle

The economic deliberations c learly centered on
where to take the demand for the replacement of the
I M F . On the very first day, Peru, according to wire
service reports , began the m e eting with a
denunciation of the IMF , charging that " international
financial organizations are fom enting social
disturbances through their loan conditions . " "This is a
new and more subtle form of violation of human rights
of developing nations , " charged Peru's Foreign
Minister De La Puente . He was rapidly seconded by
another IMF victim, Jamaica, and virtually all the
states agreed that for their daily needs and
reconstruction programs, the IMF remains the major
policy problem . The final communiqull from the
economic sessions reflects the consensus : "Foreign
interference is carried out by m eans of state power
through other national and international political and
economic and financial organizations and institutions
of an official or private nature, especially the
transnational corporations and mass media used on a
global scal e . "
Going further, addressing the current "human
rights " orientation of many Western nations , the final
communiqull asserted : "Human rights cannot be
separated from the national , economic, and social
context and in fact are an integral part of the struggle
to change and democratize international relations as a
whole . . . . Therefore human rights should not be used
as a political instrument of great powers in the
confrontation of social system s or to interfere in the
internal affairs of sovereign states . "
- Leela Narayan

F i de l C ast ro : N o n a l i g n ed
Does Not Mea n N e utra l
Cuban President Fidel Castro 's July 26 address
comm emorating the launching of the Cuban Re
volution 25 years ago was devoted hea vily to the
conference. In the address Castro focused hea vy criti
cism against the policies of the Interna tional
Monetary Fund and China, and efforts by western
powers to derail the conference. The following is an
unofficial translation of excerpts from the speech.

On IMF : The International Monetary Fund and
other credit organizations - traditional instruments
of U . S . policy - impose onerous conditions, weaken
the popular foundations of governments not to their
liking, and undermine their political stability . Such
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circum stances are favorable to pressures and
submissions which lead to temporary victories by
reactionary forces in some nations of the world .
On China : How can those who support the demands
of imperialism be described in political and moral
term s ? Anything can be expected from a country
where a ridiculous mortal has been converted into a
god , where they destroyed the party and its best
cadres during the days of the mad adventure of the
Cultural Revolution and allowed themselves to be
dragged by petit bourgeois spirit and big power chau
veni s m into betra y i n g i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s m and
converting a socialist state into a satrapy of nepotism
( a reference to the power ot Mao Tse-tung's wife
Chiang Chi ng- ed . )
Anything can be expected from the m . Why should it
surprise us that the Chinese government today sup
ports the bloody a n d fa s c i s t Pinochet
regime? . . . Why should w e b e surprised that it
cooperates with Mobutu a n d with NATO
interventionist forces? . . Or that i t j oins the
reactionary forces of Britain and the Federal
R epublic of Germany or that it joins NATO in Europe
or Yankee imperialism everywhere , or that it grossly
and dangerously wagers on the inevitability of a third
world war ?
But of all the crimes committed by the Chinese
leadership , the most odious i s its hostility toward
.

.

.

Vietnam . Everyone knows that behind the artificially
created so-called problem of the Hoa (ethnic Chinese
in Vietnam - ed. ) stand the Chinese.
A completely chauvinistic campaign is now being
waged in China against the Vietnalll e se and all
Chinese economic cooperation with Vietnam has been
suspended. It is in this criminal and unscrupulous
m anner that the Vietnamese effort to rebuild the
country, cruelly devastated by the imperialist war. is
being sabotaged.
On Nonaliped Meeting : According to reports from
the United States. this government has contacted 1 5
nonaligned countries to question Cuba ' s role in this
movement . It would be interesting to know what 1 5
foreign ministries the U . S . has spoken t o and what
their reply has been.

Why does the U . S . worry so much about the sixth
sum m it conference in Havana ? Why does it try to
sabotage it? Who is p laying the game in this
maneuver? What goals do they seek within our
movement . . . . If some governments are for sale,
Cuba cannot be bribed. The U . S . knows it. We will not
betray our internationalist principles. We will never
bow to imperialist pressures and blackmail.
There are two paths open in the world today reaction and progress. One must choose : one cannot
be neutral .

ASEAN Su m m i t Bac ks N ew Wo r l d
Eco n o m i c Or de r
A n on -the-scen e report from Wash in gton D . C .
Philippine Foreign S ecretary Carlos Romulo set the
tone for the conference of five nations of the
As sociation of Southea st Asian Nations (ASEAN)
convened in Washington Aug . 3-4. with an opening
dec laration that the conference was taking place at a
"particularly appropriate time for the summit
meeting at Bonn has taken full cognizance of the needs
of the developing countries . " R o m ulo attacked the
" evil of rampant protectioni s m " and affirmed that the
"establishment of a New World E cono m ic Order" is
the key i ssue " on this century' s agenda . "
S enior ministers from Indonesia. Malaysia. the
Philippines . Thailand. and S in gapor e arrived in
Washington as the first leaders of developing sector
nations to hold formal talks with the Carter
Administration since the historic Bremen-Bonn
economic summits . In a red c arpet reception.
President Carter, S ecretary of State Cyrus Vance, and
other cabinet members held two days of talks with the
delegations.
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However, reflecting the state of embattled confusion
and hesitancy that has gripped the Administration
since Bremen and Bonn. the U . S . failed to take
advantage of this golden opportunity to develop the
Bonn commitments for a new monetary system and
nuclear energy into concrete proposals.
The press conference closing the two-day economic
conference between the U . S . and the ASEAN nations
announced that ASEAN is seeking " friendly and good
relations with the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. "
Philippines Foreign Minister Romulo told the press
that there had been absolutely no discussion of
m ilitary questions and that the U . S .-backed SEATO
military alliance was " embalmed and buried. "
Romulo revealed that Vietnamese Prime Minister
Pham Vam Dong had informed his government that
he would like to visit Manila .
ASEAN leaders were determined to impress upon
the U . S . that as the world ' s foremost industrial power,
the United States carries the burden of responsibility
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for the industrial developm ent of the developing
sector. Steering clear of m ilitary questions , the
ministers presented the ASEAN organization as the
primary vehicle by which the U . S . could mediate a
positive economic relationship with the entire region .
Carter Punts

The presence of President Carter, S ecretary of State
Vance and a host of State and Com m erce Department
senior officials at the m eeting s ignaled the
Administration' s determination to i mpress upon its
guests that the U . S . is cognizant of these
responsibilities. But the added presence of Treasury
S ecretary Blumenthal, Undersecretary of State for
E conomic Affairs R ichard Cooper, and Energy Czar
James S chlesinger put a damper on hopes that the
ASEAN leaders would have something substantial to
show for their efforts at the meeting ' s end.
The ASEAN leaders met with Congressmen and
S enators Aug . 1 impressing upon them that they do
not encourage U . S . fostering of so-called " appropriate
technologies , " the International Monetary F und
World Bank code words for labor-intensive m ethods
and prim itive energy forms for Third World countries.
The delegations made clear that the only meaningful
way to deal with " basic human rights" is through
rapid industrialization of their countries . Despite the
fact that many of the Congressmen were willing to be
convinced, Jacob Javits, top Zionist Lobby senator
from New York , answered with a World Bank call for
labor-intensive industries and proj ects for the region.
ASEAN leaders rem inded the congressmen that for
years the U . S . has lectured them on the wisdom of
" trade and not aid , " and yet more and more barriers
have been thrown up against developing nations'
exports. Observers reported that although the
congress ional talks ruffled a few feathers, the closed
door sessions on the State D epartment level were held
in a businesslike manner.
One official announced that John Moore, chairman
of the U . S . Eximbank, will be making a tour of the
region in November, to be followed b y a mission from
the O verseas Private Investment Corporation, led by
former Deputy Secretary of State Charles Robinson.
Both trips will be geared to support ASEAN industrial
proj ects . An ASEAN-U . S . Business Council will also
be formed under the auspices of the ASEAN
Chambers of Commerce and the U . S . Chambers of
Commerce and Industry.
The Question of Trade

Last year a billion-dollar com m itment was made by
Japanese Prime Minister Fukuda in support of
ASEAN's five industrial proj ects . Nothing even
approaching such a com m itm ent came from the U . S .
side a t this year' s conferenc e .
The U . S . is ASEAN' s second largest trading
partner, after Japan. Most of ASEAN's exports are
going to the U . S . and are denom inated in U . S . dollars.
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What I s A S E A N ?
ASEAN was formed 1 1 years ago in Bangkok by
the Foreign Ministers of Indonesia, Malaysia,
S ingapore, Thailand and the Philippines as a
nonmilitary, politically and econom ically oriented
regional organization .
In an effort to promote further industrial
development of the region, the 1 9 7 7 Summit
Conference of ASEAN leaders launched feasibility
studies for five industrial proj ects , with a $1 billion
financing commitm ent from Japan.
In 1 9 7 1 , ASEAN adopted a proposal calling for the
S outheast Asian region to be declared a Zone of
Peace, Freedom , and Neutrality. In this effort it
has moved to normalize relations with the
Indochina states of Vietnam , Laos , and Cambodia .

Under attack by the British, the sagging dollar is
creating serious problems for ASEAN nations ' foreign
trade balances.
Indonesia , thanks to oil exports, has been running a
balance-of-payments surplus of nearly $ 1 billion, but
this year faces a probable deficit with a possible 50
percent devaluation of its currency .
ASEAN inquiries as t o what the U . S . intends t o do
about the sagging dollar were met with a terse " no
comment" by S ecretary Blumenthal, who was said to
have downplayed the Bonn m eet and the new
E uropean Monetary S ystem during discussions at the
m eeting. Blumenthal continued his attempt to portray
IMF dictates as official American policy and asserted
that the U . S . sees no reason to make any supportive
commitments to the EMS.
N o To Cold War

With growth rates of 7 percent and better, ASEAN
faces a tremendous demand for energy. Except for
S ingapore, all the member countries have nuclear
energy programs at various stages of development,
although the Philippines is the only country so far to
reach the construction stage of one power plant.
S i milarly this concern was ans wered in the negative
by Energy S ecretary S chlesinger . Without a word on
nuclear power, Energy S ecretary S chlesinger brushed
aside this concern and instead proposed j oint studies
on biomass, tidal and solar power schemes.
Romulo' s opening statement dispensed with the
Cold War rhetoric and declared that the post-Vietnam
war period was in fact an " opportunity" for regional
development.
Malaysian Foreign Minister R ithauddeen reported
that relations with Vietnam were progressing very
well and welcomed the move by Vietnam to drop its
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opposition to ASEAN and the " Zone of Peace"
concept. Thai Foreign M i n i ster Upadit
Pachariyangkun also reported that good relations are
developing between his country and Laos and
Vietnam.
But these statements apparently did not wash well
with S ingapore Foreign Minister R aj aratnum , an old
Cold Warrior who has been Foreign Minister of this

former British colony for the last decade and a half.
Speaking " extemporaneously" in an unscheduled
presentation, this old student of London' s Kings
College implored the U . S . to step up its presence in the
region so that Asia does not go " over to the other
side, " i . e . , to the Soviet Union.
- Dean Andromidas

Ta i wa n : A Mode l For
Th i rd Wo r l d Deve l o p m e n t
A n ex clusive in terview with a top Taiwan trade official
Largely ignored in the recent attention directed at
whether the U . S . will c lose its embassy in Taiwan and
establish full diplomatic relations with the People' s
R epublic o f China has been the story o f the
extraordinary rate of growth of the economy of
Taiwan (Republic of China ) . G rowing from a totally
underdeveloped backwater of China in 1 949 , to a maj or
trading power with $20 billion in bilateral trade in 1 9 7 7 ,
Taiwan is a n example o f a Third World country that
applied consistent governm ental policies to foster
very rapid rates of industrial growth. With' most of its
trade in manufactured goods , Taiwan now boasts a
per capita income of $ 1 ,079 , an increase of 900 percent
in 15 years .
The fact that Taiwan, an island nation of 1 7 million,
is well on its way to becoming an industrially
developed nation adds weight to the concern for what
will happen to it at the point that the U . S . switches its
diplomatic recognition. Only naive observers - and
those who favor " normalization" at any cost for more
sinister reasons - believe that " guarantees" from
Peking offer any hope that Taiwan can escape
absorption by the PRC in the long run.
Given the disparity of economic development,
income levels, degree of individual and political
freedom and economic system , there is no " formula "
for unification that could possibly maintain any
semblance of Taiwan' s present standard of living or
life style . The dilemma would seem to confront the
Taiwan government with no choice but to declare
itself an independent country and abandon its c laim to
the mainland of China, but this course has domestic
perils for the mainlander-dominated ruling KMT
Party, and offers no guarantee that such a course
would gain international recognition.
Faced with this dilemma, the KMT ' s leadership ,
headed by Chiang Ching-kuo , son of Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek, has turned to econo m ic development
as the best guarantee of governm ent security . And the
record is impressive. The nation ' s Gross National
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Product has j umped from $ 1 . 3 3 billion in 1 952 to $3.5
billion in 1 965 to $ 1 9 . 49 billion in 1977. From 1953-63, the
economic growth rate (in constant prices) was 7 . 1
percent, j umping t o 9 . 5 percent from 1964-74, and
after a one year lull, hit 1 1 . 5 percent and 8 . 1 percent in
1 976 and 1 9 7 7 respectively. Industrial growth has been
even more dramatic , rising 28 times since 1952, at an
annual rate of 1 5 . 4 percent. Housing construction since
1 953 has risen at a 2 7 . 6 percent annual rate of growth.
F igures for Taiwan ' s foreign economic relations
belie the widely held belief that Taiwan owes its
economic strength solely to its c lose relation to the
U . S . and to resulting heavy U . S . investment. While
U . S . investment has been very important, the total
over the 25-year period from 1 9 52-77 has been only $516
million, and total foreign investment, including from
overseas Chinese, only $ 1 . 1 9 billion .
The Republic of China ' s agricultural and industrial
policies are responsible for making productive use of
the existing foreign investment. In the 1 950s, Taiwan
instituted a thoroughgoing land reform and
emphasized agricultural development, achieving
rates of growth of 2-4 percent per annum since 1 952,
averaging 3.2 percent for crop s. From 1 960, a heavy
emphasis has been put on industrialization, which
began with food and related industries , clothing,
housing, transport equipment and later branched into
electric and mechanical industrie s . Now slated for
major development are industries which describe
themselves as " technology-intensive" such as
sophisticated electronics, precision machinery, as
well as the heavy and petrochem ical industries such
as heavy machinery, shipbuilding, iron and steel and
chemical products.

Taiwan Official Explains
How They Did It
Printed belo w is an exclusive intervie w with Mr. H.
K. Shao, the Director General of the Board of Foreign
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Trade, Ministry of Economic Affairs for the R epublic
of China . Mr. Shao was in the U. S. in June and July
heading a 45-day purchasing mission, trying to "buy
American " to even out a currently fa vora ble balance
of trade tha t Taiwan has with the U.S. Here, he
explains how his governmen t has helped to bring
about Taiwan 's economic expansion, and how he
vie ws the European Monetary System and its
corollaries, and suggests tha t U.S. businessmen might
do well to emulate Taiwan 's approa ch, to deal with the
overall stagnation of the U.S. economy.

is different from the U . S . a s you m ention. i t ' s quite
different . There are d i fferent approaches , di fferent
system s . And in our system s o m e t i m e s the investors
complain that the govern m ent ti ghtens cred i t . It ' s
true , that they c annot e a s i l y obtain investment
finance and credits . But on the other hand , the policy
c a n be helpful in stabi l i z i n g our econo m y . Speculation
is som eth ing that you cannot fre e l y do, there are
c erta in steps the govern m ent w i l l take .
Q : Is there any discrim ina tion in fa vor of industry,
a ga inst som e kinds of consump tion ?
A : Yes , credit policy is more favorable to industry.

Q: I understand tha t the R epublic of China (ROC) , like
Japan and South Korea , has follo wed a conscious
policy of trying to steer its industry to try to becom e
more capital-intensive and more "knowledge-inten 
sive, " and less labor-intensive. Could you elabora te
on how this strategy was developed in your country?

E conomic develop ment in the ROC cuuld be
divided into several stages. At the very beginning in
the early 1 950s , we developed light industries for
import substitution. During the second stage, during
the 1 960s. we expanded industry and improved the
quality. also mainly for import substitution. And from
the late sixties into the seventies. the quality was
much improved . and the cost at that time was very
low. and the labor cost was low . And we gradually
expanded our exports. that is light industries. Now in
our six-year plan starting in 1 9 7 6 , we are not
encouraging any labor-intensive industries . On the
other hand. we will develop the more sophisticated,
highly technical industries . This is our goal for our
industrial development.

A:

Q: Did you m ention a six- Year Plan ?
A : Yes . We began with four-year plans . beginning in

1952.
Q: And what functions fall under the p urvie w of the
plan ?
A : Well. everything. Industrial develop ment. central

development. infrastructure, everything . . . .
Q : Would it be correct to say tha t the government
specializes in infrastructure, certain basic industries,
and in providing a climate where credit tha t exists in
the economy can be channeled very hea vily to ward
industry?
A : Yes. that' s perfectly correct .
Q: Ho w does your credit system work t o channel
credit?

But not to all industry, but on a s e l ected basi s .
Because w e have an incentive l a w for investm ent
including domestic and forei gn i n v e s t m ent , and that
law indicates what kind of industry the governm ent
will promote , w i l l allow to enj o y the privi lege, the
incentives provided by la w .
As I m entioned earlier, w e do not encourage any
labor intensive industri es ; so any fore ign investment
that applies for this kind of i n d u s t r y , we don ' t want
them , w e don ' t approve. I f they w a n t to m ake that
investment they can, but they c annot enjoy the
incentive s . Thi s is the guidance to d evelop more
sophisticated heavy, technic a l , highly technical
industries , to lead in th i s direction .
Q: Do you think tha t wo uld be a surprise to A m erican
workers who proba bly think of Ta i wan as based
on cheap la bor ?
A : It is not cheap now . . . . Y e s , o u r labor costs have

increased quite sharp l y i n recent year s . Now this is
quite natural in the develop m en t of a n econo m y . And
last year , we had an une m p l o y m ent rate of 1 . 3
percent. We m a y consider thi s full e m p loyment. E arly
this year, we experienced a shortage of labor. We have
a t o ta l population of 17 m i llion, and a labor force of 6
m il lion . This year we have a labor shortage especially
i n texti les and electron i c s industri e s .
Q : Th es e a re th e m ore la bor in tensive ones ?
A : No, not that labor intensive . They are i m proving.
At an early stage yes , but now, it i s not so labor
intensive .
Q : Wha t is the annual ra te of in crea se in rea J terms in
the p er capita consump tion .

$ 1 48 ; in 1 9 7 7 , it was
$ 1 , 0 79 . Inflati o n wa s under 5 pe r c e n t per year.
Between 1 9 74 and 1 9 7 7 , the ret a i l p r i c e ir.dex went up
4.66 perc ent a year, and th e w h o l e s a l e price rose only
. 6 2 percent.
A : In 1 96 2 , per capita i n co m e was

A : We have a central bank. the Central Bank of China,

and other banks owned by the government, with the
participation of private banks. but only small
participation . We also have foreign banks. The U . S .
has seven o r eight banks there . also the Bank o f Japan
and others . Generally speaking. the banking policies
or operations are under severe public guidance . This
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Q:

Wha t

is

your

perception

of

how

A m erican

busin essm en percei ve the R O C 's success in applying

these kinds of m ea sures (ch a nn eling credit to
industry, not specula tion
ed) . Do they understand
the kinds of policies tha t ha ve m a de your coun try so
-

successful in its gro wth ra te ?
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r
A : I think that American business m en are not export
oriented. This is quite natural because the U . S . is a
huge domestic market, so they don't rely on exports .
And this means they like to import instead of ex
port, simply because they can easily earn profit
by importing from other countrie s , whereas in the ex
port business , you have to take some risk, you have to
make investments, and the profit margin is much
lower. Because of that, the interest in importing is
much greater than that in exportin g .
When my government decided t o send the first
special procurement mission to the U . S . (in Feb . ) , we
gave American businessmen some idea that ROC is
now trying to buy more from the U . S . On the second
mission ( in June-July) , we aimed at $750 m illion , and I
think it will well exceed that a m ount. We ran three
sem inars. More than 500 top A merican executives,
mostly vice-presidents, participated in the sem inars
. . . we also met with people from many trade
assoc iations, and we also visited many state
governments, where we met, in m any states, with
departments of economic development. So many
industrialists talked with us. I think it is very
important for American busine s s m en to know that the
government of the ROC encourages i mports from the
U . S . , and that on Taiwan there's a tremendous
potential market. So our m i s s ion is helpful in
p romoting export from the U . S .

Q: Do you think you are ha ving a n impa ct such tha t
A m erica n in dus tria lis ts m a y r e c ognize th e
advantages of exporting in general, do you think tha t
you ha ve affected the clim a te you described
concerning reluctance to look a t exports as an
important activity.
A : I cannot say we changed the c li m ate, but still this

kind of stimulation to the A m erican businessman
help s to increase their interest.

Q : Tha t is the kind of clim a te we are trying to create
beca use if they think in those terms they will also
think in terms of na tiona l policies which would help to
encourage them to push for policies such as to channel
credits to modernize the Am erican steel industry so
that we can compete, which we n o w cannot do.
A : You are making a key point. I fully support your

idea. Many American industries do not promote
investment for replacement of m a chinery. In many
industries, even big sized ones , for example U . S . Steel,
their equipment is too old, so the production cost is
higher, they cannot compete , not even with E uropean
supp liers . So to meet international competition, the
American businessman should c arry out more
investm ent in renovation or replacem ent of
machinery so that the production capacity can be
increased, and also the production costs can be
considerably lower.
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De veloping Third World

Wha t are your country's plans to assist in the
economic development of Asia, Africa , or the Middle
East?

Q:

A: We want to share our experience with other
developing countri e s , so we have econo m i c
cooperation, especially technical cooperation with
friendly nations. At present, our experts and
technicians are working on cooperation proj ects in 1 8
countries, including 4 countries i n Africa, Saudi
Arabia in the Middle East, Indonesia in Southeast
Asia, and 12 countries in Central and South America.
S ince 1 955, technical training has been provided in
Taiwan for over 1 0 , 000 foreign technic ians in such
fields as industry, mining, education and public
health . Any country that would like to cooperate with
us, we are quite willing to render such assistance.

Q: Do you render assistance to any coun tries which
ha ve recognized Peking and with which therefore you
no longer ha ve official relations ?
A : Under our technical cooperation program, even
now we have such cooperation with those countries
with which we don't have relations . Remember that
though the government of these countries may have
recognized the Peking government, they still don't
like the communists , and they still like to work with
us. We want to offer our experience to all the
developing countries.

Q : Are there plans to expand th e scope of your foreign
..
assistance. ?
A : We are ready. The problem is the receiving
country. If they are interested ,
cooperate with us , we are ready.

if they want to

Q: Do you pro vide m uch aid to Indonesia ?
A : We have various progra m s . Recently, we have
been discussing cooperation in fishing . Indonesia is
one of our important trading countries. In 1977 we
i mported $ 3 1 3 million, and we exported to them $274
m illion, so the two-way trade was about $600 million.
We also offer loans and aid, but it is small-scale. We
extend a small amount of loans, up to $5 million to
some countries in Latin America.

Q: Wha t do you think of the developments of a new
world monetary system by European leaders to
stim ula te a major expansion of international trade '
and global economic gro wth, and to include gold a s its
m onetary unit ?
A : This kind of approach is very, very i mportant for

the world economy. We firmly believe that economic
cooperation among countries is the only way to solve
the economic p roblems facing worldwide economic
stagnation. So although we are not partic ipating in
many international institutions because we are not
now a member of the United Nation s , we are ready to
cooperate with all these suggestions .
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